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EDITORIAL
We have received several letters from
correspondents drawing attention to
what they believe was an error in edi
torial comment which appeared in The Journal of Account
ancy for July, 1936. Perhaps the misunderstanding can be best
explained by one of the letters, which reads in part as follows:

Social Legislation
as a Whole

“Your editorial in the July, 1936, issue of The Journal is a very
candid and much needed exposition of some of the fallacies of the
theories behind the social security act and some of the special
inequities of that particular act.
“There was, however, one item on which I believe you have
been misinformed. The tax levied under title IX of the social
security act, presumably for unemployment insurance benefits, is
assessed upon employers of eight or more persons. The tax
under title VIII, however, which presumably is for old age annu
ity benefits, is not restricted to concerns where eight or more are
employed, but is applicable to all employers and employees no
matter what number engaged, except certain specified individuals
such as those engaged in agricultural labor, domestic service,
those employing themselves, etc.
“ I use ‘ presumably ’ above because the act does not specifically
tie in the taxes with the benefits, probably in an effort to escape
having the law declared unconstitutional.
“It is true that the only payroll tax applicable to 1936 is that
under title IX and that this is paid by employers only. In 1937,
however, the payroll tax under title VIII will also go into effect
and this will apply to all employees of whatever number, with the
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exceptions above noted. The tax under title IX, presumably for
unemployment insurance, will also remain in effect for 1937 and
both will increase from year to year.”
We admit freely that our comments were susceptible to misin
terpretation, but, as a matter of fact, while the language in the
editorial may have been somewhat ambiguous, it is practically
impossible to separate the social security sections from the sec
tions of the new laws providing for old age annuity benefits. The
two things are really part of a general scheme, and, while there is
technically a distinction between the provisions for so-called
security and those for the provision of old age benefits, neverthe
less it is all part of one Utopian notion, and if one falls before the
decision of the supreme court the other will probably be equally
affected.
We are not unaware of the technical
differences, but in the July issue we
were not attempting to analyze specific
details. It was rather the general scheme that we were consider
ing and what was said continues to be our opinion of the fallacy
and the probable unconstitutionality of both measures. In a
time when efforts are being made to overturn the whole structure
of American government it is no easy task to designate this or
that particular factor of the whole which is good or bad. It
may be that we shall have some plan ultimately declared con
stitutional which will provide resources from which old age bene
fits can be paid to worthy applicants; but we decline to believe
that America has so changed its whole outlook upon the problems
of life that it will condone pure socialistic adventure which lays a
premium upon idleness and thriftlessness and augments the
paternalistic powers of the federal government. Two months
have passed since the comments which are the present subject of
discussion appeared in print. In that time one would have sup
posed that it would have been possible to discern the meaning of
the social security act and its fellow, but the confusion which
arose upon enactment of these measures continues unrelieved.
Nobody knows today any better than anybody knew two months
ago the exact implications of these extraordinary laws. They
are the cause of an infinite amount of uncertainty and a welter of
detail in accounting, which are placing a burden upon the staff of
162
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every corporation.
connotation.

The laws are effective chiefly in their political

Legislators who were directly responsi
ble for these laws are using them as an
illustration of their perfervid desire to
distribute the wealth of the nation even to those who have done
nothing to help in the creation of that wealth. There are, un
fortunately, many voters in this blessed land of ours who take
political utterances at their face value and cast up their eyes in
sanctimonious reverence for the great and the good, the benefi
cent and the humanitarian members of congress, who at the behest
of the administration enacted these seemingly worthy laws. There
is, however, we believe, a much better understanding of the truth of
the matter today than there was a few months ago. The neces
sity for extravagant expenditures in the relief of the unemployed
is being discovered to be largely chimerical. We are beginning to
learn that the numbers of unemployed have been grossly exag
gerated for political reasons and that there is work for thousands
of men and women who have been describing themselves as the
innocent victims of depression. The man who honestly desires
work and is not too nice in his willingness to accept honest labor
can generally find something to do. In the August issue of this
magazine we drew attention to what is happening in New Jersey
where extravagance and waste in relief seems largely a thing of the
past. Since those notes were written there has been a further in
crease of legitimate employment and a concomitant decrease in the
demand for uncompensated relief. Throughout the country the
preachers of the gospel of ubiquitous need are finding that their
hearers begin to question and after that to doubt and finally to re
pudiate the allegations of the extent of need which have been so
useful a weapon in the hands of our socialistic experimenters. As
we have said many times, in discussing the whole question of un
employment and relief, we do not wish to appear brutal or even
unsympathetic with those who deserve sympathy, but it is the
truth that there is nothing like the amount of inescapable unem
ployment which some of our demagogues would have us believe
to exist. We do not like the social security act and we do not
find ourselves in complete harmony with the principles underlying
the old age pension law. No country, so far as our research
reveals, ever continued to prosper when crazy socialism was
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allowed to take the place of the sound philosophy of hard work
for able men and women.

The attention of readers is directed to
the importance of attending the annual
meeting of the American Institute of
Accountants which is to be held at Dallas, Texas, October 19th22nd. This meeting will be more important than most such
events because it is expected that the effort to effect a merger of
the Institute and the American Society of Certified Public
Accountants will reach its final stages and in all probability will
succeed. This is a busy year in the state of Texas, which is cele
brating its centennial and, as a consequence, there is great demand
for hotel and other accommodation. Everyone who is interested
in accountancy is urged to attend the meeting in Dallas and it is
important that reservations of rooms should be made at the
earliest possible moment. The greater part of the meeting will
be open to all accountants whether members of the Institute or
not. Persons who desire to make reservations should address
their requests to the Institute.

Institute’s Annual
Meeting

It is reported that the securities and
Reserves for Unknow
exchange
commission has been some
able Taxes
what confused as to what practice
should be followed in the treatment of federal income taxes in
profit-and-loss statements for periods of less than a full year filed
with the registration of securities. Some accountants it appears
have omitted any provision for income tax and have explained in
footnotes that no provision has been made because of the difficulty
of estimating the income tax under the federal income-tax laws.
Others have followed the profit-and-loss statement with footnotes
to the effect that the figures represented only the total of normal
income tax payable under the laws of 1936 based upon the amount
of the taxable income of the period and that, in addition, the com
panies may be liable for surtaxes on undistributed profits applica
ble to the period, depending upon the policy of the company in
declaring dividends. Some have estimated the approximate
maximum of such surtaxes provided no further dividends should
be paid during the year. Still others have included an amount
for income taxes without footnotes but with the word “esti
mated” inserted parenthetically after the designation.
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It is not at all astonishing to find that
accountants differ widely in their inter
pretation of what would be regarded as
the best practice. The whole device of the taxation of undistribu
ted profits is a novelty—and a very dubious one at that—and
accounting principles which would take care of freak legislation
have never been established. We have, however, been privi
leged to see a very able letter dealing with this question and
we take the liberty of quoting the following:
“The established practice prior to the passage of the revenue
act of 1936, in the presentation of financial statements for an
interim period, has been to provide out of income for federal
income taxes. This practice should be continued with regard to
normal income tax, capital stock and excess-profits taxes, and,
in the case of personal holding companies, to the surtax, if any,
on such companies. However, the surtax on undistributed net
income, which was imposed for the first time by the revenue act of
1936, seems to require different treatment.
“This surtax is in a different category because it may be entirely
avoided by the payment of dividends before the end of the taxable
year. As no one or more individuals can commit a board of
directors at an interim date as to what its dividend policy is going
to be for the rest of the year, the amount of the undistributedprofits taxes, if any, can not be determined at any interim date.
“As this condition will apply in the great majority of cases, the
best practice would be to state in a footnote on the profit-andloss statement that no provision has been made for undistributedprofits tax and to show what the tax would be if the undistributed
net income is finally determined to be subject to such surtax.
The following language is suggested:
“‘No provision has been made for federal surtax upon ‘undis
tributed net income’ of the company for the six months ended
June 30, 1936, inasmuch as the amount of such income subject to
surtax is not determinable until December 31,1936, and is depend
ent upon the action of the company’s board of directors with
respect to the payment of dividends on or before December 31,
1936. In the event that the ‘undistributed net income’ at
June 30, 1936, is determined to be subject to surtax, such tax
would amount to approximately $................. ’
“While it is desirable that interim income accounts should
bear all appropriate deductions including taxes, the justification
for the suggested treatment lies in the revenue act itself in that
the imposition of the tax is subject to contingencies which can not
be resolved until the end of the taxable year.
“In cases where the registrant has made provision for such
undistributed-profits tax, either on the theory that the dividend
policy is well established and will not be changed or because it is
165
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felt that the dividend policy for the rest of the year is known, the
provision for the undistributed-profits tax should be charged to
income rather than surplus account. The importance of this
tax, however, is likely to distort comparisons of net income from
year to year, and we therefore recommend that in the income
statement all deductions for normal and excess-profits taxes be
made in arriving at 'net income before deducting federal tax on
undistributed profits’; that in the next line, as a separate item,
deduction should be made for such tax, thereby arriving at ‘net
income’.”

This seems to be another example of the
fruits of ill-considered legislation. It is
bad enough to pay exorbitant taxes,
which all of us are paying, but the evil is made infinitely worse
when it is impossible to know what the taxes will be. Some one
has said that accountants should be the last people in the world
to cry out against complicated and incomprehensible legislation,
because every vague law means more consternation in the minds
of business men and it might logically be supposed that the work
of the accountants would be correspondingly magnified. It is
doubtful, however, if accountants welcome any such addition to
their labors, when even they can not determine the meaning of a
law and are at a loss to guess its effect. Business has been under
going a series of silly impositions and, while it may be true that
the work of the accountant has been increased, it is certainly not
true that the happiness of the accountant has been promoted
correspondingly. The tax upon undivided profits, if the supreme
court should by any stretch of imagination hold it constitutional,
must always be a bug-bear to everyone who has to do with its
computation or its payment. We have previously pointed out
some of the innumerable weaknesses of this attempt to destroy
business, and now it appears that the security and exchange com
mission itself is sadly bewildered. When a law can not be intelli
gently administered and when it is despised by every man of
business it seems to the ordinary mortal that, even if constitutional,
it should be rescinded—and that we hope and believe is what will
happen before many months have passed.
A Troublesome and
Futile Tax

Recent issues of The Accountant, Lon
Percentages of Failure
don,
have contained reports of the
in Examination
Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales dealing with results in examinations for
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admission to the Institute. For example the examination com
mittee reported the following results of examinations in May
1936:
Total
Failed
Passed
Primary.........
182
81
101
749
Intermediate. 365
384
Final.............. 306
606
300

These figures are of considerable interest to examiners and candi
dates throughout the United States, because it is evident that
the percentage of success in England is higher than in any state
in the United States. It is also interesting to note that the
percentage of success increases steadily as the students advance
through the three stages of their examination, until in the final
examination more than half succeed. It appears, therefore, that
as the weeding-out process continues the number of students
possessing the requisite preparation and knowledge increases.
Here in America the situation is entirely different. We have no
apprenticeship system and in all probability we never shall have
it. It is contrary to American notions to expect any man, how
ever young and inexperienced, to work for five years and to receive
practically no compensation or indeed to pay a premium for
permission to work. One can not imagine a young American
who could be so diverted from calm and comfortable assurance of
his innate and incomparable value that he would feel justified in
contributing gratis his vast wisdom to the welfare and progress of
an accounting firm. In Great Britain and largely throughout the
British dominions the accountant serves an average of five
years without anything but nominal compensation so far as
money is concerned. He does receive compensation, however, in
the knowledge which he acquires and in the preparation which is
given him for his life work. Here accounting staffs are recruited
from men who have had no experience whatever; most of them in
these days are college graduates and therefore have the ability to
study and to learn, but they lack technical qualifications and
equipment. Yet they expect to receive and do receive a living
wage from the time they enter the accountant’s office. The
firms encourage them in every reasonable way to fit themselves
for their professional careers, they are aided in preparation for
examination and credit is given them usually in a tangible form
when they have acquired the designation “certified public
accountant.”
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The average number of successes in any
state examination is far lower than it
would be under the apprenticeship system, because in most states
the men are allowed to sit at the examinations whether they have
any knowledge and experience or not. Sometimes the examination
is taken merely for the sake of experience and without any rea
sonable hope of success. We have heard of states in which whole
classes of accounting students have taken the examinations for no
purpose whatever other than the desire to know what examina
tions are like. Naturally nearly all such candidates fail. In
other cases men from other walks of life go into accountancy
because of a natural love for it or because of a belief that they
will derive greater compensation. They are not adept in exami
nation work and their chances of success are rather small. Some
of them may have had no experience whatever in accounting
offices, and in such cases it is absurd to expect that they will
succeed in any examination in which the questions are practical
and based upon actual problems which have arisen in practice.
It is not fair, therefore, to assume merely because American suc
cesses are less than British that the quality of the candidates is
lower here. As a matter of fact that is not the truth. The fail
ure of so large a percentage to pass is due rather to insufficient
preparation and incomplete field experience.

Reasons for Failure

A special report of the examiners of the
English institute on the November,
1935, intermediate and final examina
tions appeared in The Accountant of May 16th. The report
consisted of comments upon the results of examinations and
reasons for failure were summarized as follows:
“ (1) Many candidates show by their answers that they have not
read the questions carefully.
“ (2) Many candidates do not express themselves clearly and
concisely.
“ (3) Answers to questions involving figures are frequently not
set out in a clear and practical form.
“ (4) Many answers are not suitably divided into paragraphs.
“ (5) References are frequently made to irrelevant legal cases.
“ (6) Some candidates appear to overlook the fact that neatness,
correct spelling and legible handwriting are important
factors.
“ (7) Many candidates give estimates in cases where accurate
calculations are obviously required.”
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These reasons for failure apply with equal force in America, but
we have here other causes of failure which must exist also in
Great Britain. Many candidates select the easiest problems to
answer first and consequently leave themselves short of time in
which to answer the problems which require the most effort and
carry the greatest weight. Many candidates are so distressed by
nervousness that they do not recognize problems with which they
may be perfectly familiar. The only cause of failure which we
believe to be peculiar to America is lack of preparation and insuffi
cient experience. But that gets back to the original proposition
that where there is no apprenticeship system there is always a
danger that candidates will go to the examination room fore
doomed to failure.
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Influence of Internal Control Upon Audit
Procedure
By Victor H. Stempf

During the past few years renewed emphasis has been placed
upon the consistent application of recognized accounting princi
ples and conventions in the periodic determination of income and
financial condition. Similarly, the full disclosure of material facts
and the description of accounting methods pursued have become
more important. These objectives are by no means new. They
have been advocated for many years by the accounting profession.
However, by reason of the passage of the securities and exchange
acts it may be assumed that these factors have become prime con
siderations in the presentation of financial reports in this country.
Reliance Upon Internal Control

The transition toward full disclosure has given rise to many
questions. To what extent, if any, must the public accountant
enlarge the scope of his audit to meet present-day requirements?
May he continue to rely, as in the past, upon the client’s system of
internal audit, or should he ignore the work performed by the
client’s internal audit staff?
Manifestly, the volume of business, even of medium sized com
panies, precludes the detailed examination of every transaction.
The accounting profession, by long established practice, has recog
nized this fact and, therefore, restricts itself to reasonable tests as
a means of passing upon the general accuracy of routine book
keeping entries. It has been the accepted practice of public ac
countants to consider the adequacy of the system of internal
check in determining the extent of the examination required to
satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of the records. The securi
ties and exchange commission officially recognizes this principle
in its instructions and regulations in which it is pointed out that:
“In certifying to the financial statements, independent public
or independent certified public accountants may give due weight
to an internal system of audit regularly maintained by means of
auditors employed on the registrant’s own staff. In such case the
independent accountants shall review the accounting procedures
followed by the registrant and its subsidiaries and by appropriate
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measure shall satisfy themselves that such accounting procedures
are in fact being followed.”
In deciding the amount of “testing and sampling” to be under
taken by the independent public accountant in checking the ef
fectiveness of the system of internal control, the circumstances of
each case must be considered. The character of the business, the
form of the records and the use of mechanical equipment are all
factors which will influence the extent of such examination. The
element of judgment is of major importance, and the accuracy of
the external audit will be affected greatly by the accountant’s
technique in handling this phase of his work.
It is not the purpose of this article to outline the auditing pro
cedure to be followed under varying conditions of external check,
but, as stated above, this is largely a matter of judgment and
must be decided by the accountant for himself. Rather, it is pro
posed to give examples of the accounting safeguards and internal
procedure with which an accountant would have to deal in a
medium sized organization. A program to be followed in audit
ing such organizations is set forth in the bulletin published in
January, 1936, by the American Institute of Accountants. The
discussion which follows suggests the elements of adequate inter
nal check contemplated by that bulletin.
The Theory of Internal Control

Internal check and control may be described as the proper dis
tribution of tasks among the clerical staff so that the work of each
employee may be coordinated with, and independently checked
by, the work of other employees. Such an arrangement provides
a system of continuous internal audit and requires for its com
plete fulfillment an organization large enough to warrant depart
mental segregation of accounting functions. Complete systems,
therefore, are rarely found in small companies. Even in the
largest organizations, perfect control of all details can not be ac
complished, as the cost involved might greatly exceed the possible
losses incurred through lack of such control. For both large and
small enterprises, the ideal system seems to be one which reduces
the possibilities of loss to a minimum, at a commensurate cost.
One does not “spend a dollar to save a dime.” The independent
accountant should bear this in mind and be chary of recommend
ing controls the expense of which may be disproportionate.
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Effectiveness of Internal Control Should be Tested
The true merit of any system of internal control is measured by
the effectiveness with which it is carried out. Detailed account
ing procedure is at best monotonous and tends to become per
functory unless subjected to frequent review. Internal check
often breaks down through the unauthorized discontinuance of
established routine. It is natural to seek short-cuts and, once
found, the short-cut becomes the beaten path. The accountant,
therefore, should include as part of his work the examination of
detail transactions to satisfy himself that the established system
of internal control is operating properly and has not been rendered
ineffectual by deviations or “short-cuts.”
Examination of the internal-control system should be under
taken preferably at a time other than the regular audit date so
that the public accountant may concentrate his attention on this
important phase of the examination. During his investigation,
the accountant should retain a brief outline of the system and
record his conclusions as to its adequacy. This outline should be
carried in a permanent file and each year reviewed and modified
to reflect the changes, if any, made by the management in the
prescribed routine.
After satisfying himself as to the adequacy of the established
system, the accountant must determine whether the system as
outlined is being carried out effectively. For this purpose it is
probably better to select a representative period and to check
thoroughly all the transactions of that period rather than to make
superficial, although in the aggregate more extensive, spot tests.
Practical experience has shown that the exhaustive examination
of a representative period will reveal sufficiently to the alert in
vestigator the typical operation of a business. Indeed, a mathe
matically inclined observer has pointed out that if out of 100
items it is equally probable that anything from one to ten items
may be wrong, then if only 50 out of, say, 2½ million items are
checked and are found correct, it is probable that 98.1 per cent of
all the transactions are recorded correctly.
The detail checking of the underlying documents should be
done thoroughly and efficiently. Missing vouchers and invoices
should be listed and investigated. Deviations from prescribed
procedure should be noted. It is the essence of a test check of
this type that all questionable items and departures from estab
lished routine be satisfactorily explained.
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The management should be apprised of all findings and recom
mendations. Although the accountant can not insist upon the
adoption of his recommendations, he can point out their purpose
and the extent to which the scope of his examination will be af
fected by the observed departure from established practice or by
the inadequacy of prescribed methods.
Illustrative Methods of Internal Control and Related
Tests of Compliance

In the review of a system of internal control, the accountant
has to consider primarily the two things discussed in the preceding
paragraphs: (1) that the system is adequate and will minimize
errors and defalcations and (2) that the system is being effectively
maintained. With this in mind the following material has been
arranged to deal with these two phases under each of the account
ing functions discussed: the first section outlining a system of
adequate internal check and the second describing methods of
testing the effectiveness of the control.
Cash receipts:
The purpose of a strong cash-receipts system is to assure that
receipts from all sources are properly recorded. The routine,
therefore, should provide for the prompt entry and deposit of
daily cash receipts. The cashier should not have access to the
customers’ ledgers or monthly statements and should be solely
responsible for the entry, receipt and deposit of all corporate
funds. Duplicate deposit slips should be obtained or confirma
tions of the amounts of deposits should be mailed by the bank
direct to the comptroller.
Receipts from cash sales are best recorded by registers or other
mechanical devices. In any event, numerically controlled sales
tickets should be provided. Register readings and totals of sales
tickets should be compared regularly with the cashier’s daily
record by the comptroller’s department or some other independent
employee. Receipts from C. O. D. sales should be similarly
controlled.
As previously pointed out, cash received from “charge” cus
tomers should be handled by cashiers who do not have access to
the customers’ ledgers and are not concerned in any way with the
preparation and mailing of monthly statements. Outside sales
men and collectors who receive cash from customers should be
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subject to close supervision. Instructions on invoices and state
ments should caution customers against making payments with
out obtaining official receipts. Customers should also be ad
vised that cheques are to be drawn to the order of the company
and in no circumstances to the order of salesmen or collectors.
Proper control should be set up to insure the prompt recording
of all cash received by mail. A responsible employee, not asso
ciated with the cashier’s department, should supervise the open
ing of the mail and prepare, for subsequent review by the ac
counting department, an independent list of cash received in this
manner.
Special consideration should be given to cash received from
miscellaneous sources. The difficulty of checking miscellaneous
receipts makes it important that all such items be handled
directly by the comptroller’s office.
It must be emphasized that in no case should the accuracy of
cash receipts records be checked by members of either the sales
force or cashier’s department.
After investigating the system of cash-receipts control, and
satisfying himself as to its adequacy, the accountant should next
determine whether the system as outlined is being carried out.
For this purpose he should make tests, for the selected period, of
the following types:

(1) Compare cashbook receipts with independent reports or
summaries of:
(a) Cash-register readings and cash sales tickets.
(b) C. O. D. collections.
(c) Duplicate receipts for collections received directly by
cashiers.
(d) Cash received by mail.
(e) Cash received by outside salesmen and collectors.
(f) Miscellaneous receipts.
(2) Check footings and cross-footings of cash-receipts book.
(3) Check deposit of receipts into banks.
(4) Compare itemized amounts on duplicate deposit slips
(or, if circumstances warrant, on copies of original slips
obtained from banks) with corresponding entries in
cash-receipts book to determine that deposits are
promptly made and to detect collections withheld from
books to cover shortages.
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(5) Reconcile total receipts and deposits.
(6) Vouch discount and other deductions from settlements.
(7) Check postings to general ledger accounts.

Cash disbursements:
The cash-disbursements system should insure that no improper
payments are made, that every payment represents a properly
authorized business transaction and that a record thereof is made
upon the books. To achieve this result there should be in force a
sound method of passing invoices for payment. All disburse
ments, except petty items, should be made by cheque and every
cheque should be definitely related by stamp or otherwise to the
invoice paid or the voucher authorizing the disbursement. More
over, it is important that cheques be accompanied by supporting
vouchers and invoices when presented to executives for both orig
inal signature and countersignature. Bank balances should be
reconciled periodically with ledger cash balances, by employees
independent of the cashier’s department.
Many defalcations have been effected by drawing cheques in
payment of improper credit memoranda, adjustment slips and
other items of a similar nature. Hence special care should be
taken that no such disbursements shall be made unless supported
by approved memoranda bearing the authorization of responsible
officers.
The accountant should satisfy himself as to the effectiveness of
the cash-disbursements system by checking the selected period
as follows:
(1) Compare disbursements per cashbook with related
vouchers and paid bank cheques, noting particularly:

(a) As to bank cheques:
1. Name of payee.
2. Signatures.
3. Endorsements (special attention should be given
to cheques which bear the endorsement, ini
tially or subsequently, of the company’s em
ployees).
(b) As to vouchers:
1. Approval for receipt of goods or services.
2. Approval of prices and calculations.
3. Approval of payment.
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(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

4. Some form of designation on invoices that they
have been paid.
5. Authority for expenditure.
In reference to partial payments made during the period
vouched, transactions with vendors should be exam
ined to make certain that they are in order. Deter
mine the correctness of approvals by inspection of
the supporting documents. Satisfactory explanation
should be obtained regarding the propriety of the
partial payment.
Check footings and cross-footings of cash-disbursements
book.
Check postings to general ledger accounts.
Trace cash transfers between banks and between offices
to determine that the transactions are simultaneously
recorded at both ends.

Petty cash:
The best method for controlling petty-cash disbursements is
provided by the imprest system. Under this system it is desir
able that the fund be fixed at the smallest amount commensurate
with requirements and that a report of the disbursements there
from be made at least once a month.
There should be a rigid system in force if cash is disbursed un
avoidably out of cash receipts. When such disbursements are
made for merchandise returned, allowances, payroll and other
purposes, supporting data should be attached giving complete
details of the transactions.
Whether or not the imprest system be used, all petty-cash dis
bursements should be finally approved by an officer or responsible
employee and the vouchers and supporting invoices, if any,
should be effectively cancelled.

The independent public accountant should check the effective
ness of the system by vouching all petty-cash disbursements for a
representative period. He should note particularly (a) approvals
for reimbursement, (b) dates of invoices and receipts, (c) altera
tions and erasures and (d) compilation of the summary for the
period and the posting thereof to the general books.
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Accounts receivable:
Accounts-receivable operations should be handled as a separate
functional subdivision of the accounting department. Ledger
clerks should not have access to the cashier’s records and, as
previously noted, cashiers should not have access to the custom
ers’ ledgers or statements. Entries in the accounts-receivable
controlling accounts in the general ledger should be based prefer
ably upon totals compiled in other departments. Detail ledgers
should be balanced with the controlling accounts at regular inter
vals, and all unpaid balances should be confirmed periodically.
A systematic method should be employed in the collection of
accounts. Collection follow-ups, however, should be supervised
by the credit department, the operations of which should be in
dependent of the accounts-receivable department. Accounts
charged off as uncollectible should be supported by properly
authorized vouchers and should be transferred to a separate
ledger. Subsequent collection efforts regarding such accounts
should be under strict supervision.
To determine whether the prescribed system is being properly
maintained, the following type of examination of detailed transac
tions, for the period selected, should be undertaken:
(1) Check postings to accounts-receivable control accounts
from cash, sales and other records.
(2) Check postings from detailed accounts receivable to
cash, sales and other records.
(3) Test footings and balances of detailed accounts receivable
(2 and 3 may be omitted on large engagements where
machine bookkeeping is used, where average balances
are small and where control appears to be particularly
effective).
(4) The vouching of sales and sales returns and allowances is
provided for under the sales section; the procedure as
to cash is covered under the cash-receipts section.
Therefore, vouch other classes of debits and credits to
customers’ accounts.
(5) Secure from attorneys or company’s legal department a
list of collections on accounts previously written off
and compare this list with amounts recorded on books
as recoveries from bad debts. If this procedure is im
practicable, examine correspondence and collection
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files relating to accounts written off to determine that
bad debt recoveries have been duly recorded on the
books.

Inventory:
Perpetual-inventory records of stock on hand afford ordinarily
the most satisfactory check of physical count and provide a safe
guard against losses through theft or inefficiency. Controlling
accounts should be maintained and should reflect all materials re
ceived, purchased, manufactured, issued and sold. The detail
records should be balanced regularly with the control accounts
and checked periodically by physical count. Adjustments of
perpetual-inventory records to physical count should be approved
by an authorized executive.
The following operations are typical of the examination which
may be made to ascertain whether the perpetual-inventory rec
ords are effective:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Test the purchase and other debit postings.
Test the sales and other credit postings.
Test the footings of larger items.
Scrutinize general ledger control accounts (in order) to
make certain of their regularity and to guard against
fictitious items. Trace a representative number of
entries to their original sources to obtain satisfactory
evidence of the propriety and consistency of constitu
ent elements.

Accounts payable:
The accounts-payable department should be a separate unit
of the accounting department. Clerks engaged on accountspayable ledgers and voucher registers should not have access to
the cashier’s records; neither should cashiers have access to ac
counts-payable records or creditors’ statements. Entries in the
accounts-payable controlling accounts in the general ledger should
be based preferably upon totals compiled in other departments.
Voucher registers or accounts-payable ledgers should be balanced
with controlling accounts at regular intervals. Monthly state
ments received from creditors should be checked independently.
Adjustments of accounts for errors, erroneous deductions, etc.,
should be approved by an authorized executive.
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The adequacy of the system may be checked in the following
manner:
(1) Check postings to accounts payable control accounts
from cash, purchase and other records.
(2) Check postings from detailed accounts payable to cash,
purchases and other records.
(3) Test footings and balances of detailed accounts payable.
(These two steps may be omitted on large engage
ments where machine bookkeeping is used, where the
accounts are large in number and where control ap
pears to be particularly effective.)
Purchases and expenses:
The entire system of ordering goods, checking invoices and
authorizing payments should be under strict supervision. Pur
chases should be made through the medium of prenumbered pur
chase orders, and invoices should not be approved by executives
for payment unless they have been checked in every respect.
Some form of invoice register should be used to control invoices
and as an aid in the determination of the amount of unrecorded
liabilities as at closing dates. Return purchases should be closely
supervised to insure the receipt of proper credits from vendors.
Expense vouchers should be paid only upon the approval of an
authorized executive; and traveling expense vouchers should be
sufficiently detailed to indicate the propriety of the charges.
After invoices or vouchers are passed for payment, the check
number should be noted thereon to prevent duplicate payments.

The following types of examinations should be made to estab
lish the fact that prescribed routine is consistently observed.
(The detailed vouching of purchases has been covered previously
under “Cash disbursements.”)
(1) Check the record of returned goods (as maintained in
shipping department) against the purchase-return jour
nal to determine that full credit was received in all cases.
(2) Check footings of purchase, expense and purchase-return
journals.
(3) Check postings from purchase, expense and purchase
return journals to general ledger.
(4) Ascertain what steps are taken to trace lost or missing
invoices.
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Sales:
The sales system should be so arranged as to prevent either
omission or inflation of sales. Summaries and analyses of sales
should be prepared from numerically controlled sales tickets by
employees not associated in any way with sales, accounts-receiv
able or cashier’s departments. These summaries and analyses
should be compared regularly by the accounting division with the
cash sales receipts and the charges to customers’ accounts. Sales
tickets and invoices should be checked as to prices, extensions,
totals, discount, etc. Sales returns and allowances should be ap
proved by an authorized executive.
The effectiveness of the sales system should be checked as
follows:
(1) Cash and C. O. D. sales:
(a) Check footings of sales journal.
(b) Check sales tickets to sales journal or summary of
sales, noting particularly that:
(1) Quantities and calculations have been checked.
(2) All sales ticket numbers are recorded.
(c) Reconcile cash sales with cash-register readings or
tapes.
(d) Check postings to general ledger from sales journal.
(2) Charge sales:
(a) Obtain shipping tickets or other evidence of delivery
of goods and compare them with sales invoices to
make certain that all shipments have been billed.
(b) Check returned-sales-and-allowances memoranda to
returned-sales-and-allowances journal, noting par
ticularly that:
(1) Quantities and calculations have been checked.
(2) All ticket numbers are recorded.
(3) Allowances for other than returned goods have
been approved by an officer independent of
the cashier’s and bookkeeping departments.
(c) Check footings of returns-and-allowances journal.
(d) Check postings to general ledger from returns-andallowances journal.
Payrolls:
The importance of payrolls requires that their handling be sub
jected to close internal check. The functions of timekeeping,
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preparing payrolls and paying off should not be combined under
the control of one employee. Ordinarily the payroll operations
should be conducted as follows:
(a) Payrolls should be prepared in the paymaster’s depart
ment from time-clock cards or from other forms of
time reports submitted by timekeepers.
(b) A labor recapitulation should be prepared in the account
ing or cost department from time tickets or piece-work
production records.
(c) The comptroller’s department should verify the payroll
prepared in the paymaster’s department and reconcile
such payroll with the labor recapitulation.
(d) Payrolls should be approved for payment by an author
ized executive after he has satisfied himself that the
necessary internal verification of the payroll has been
made.
(e) Payrolls should be disbursed in the presence of a witness
who has had nothing to do with the preparation or
verification of the payroll.

In addition, certain rules should be observed in payroll account
ing, as follows:

(a) Payroll departments should be operated on the imprest
plan so that the paymaster must account at all times
for all money in his hands.
(b) Timekeeping should be based on automatic time records.
If such recorders can not be provided, daily time re
ports should be made by timekeepers and approved by
foremen or executives to whom employees report.
(c) No name should be added to the payroll except on
formal authorization of the person responsible for
employment.
(d) All rate changes should be approved by the head of the
department affected.
(e) Every employee should be provided with a receipt on
which the name, identification number, amount and
pay period are shown. On pay day each employee
should turn in to the paymaster a receipt, with his
name and address signed by him, in exchange for his
pay envelope. (There are, of course, infinite varia
tions of this type of control.)
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(f) Lists of unclaimed wages should be prepared and sub
mitted to the comptroller’s department, which should
examine all receipts for amounts subsequently paid.
If unclaimed wages are temporarily held intact, pro
vision should be made periodically for the return of
such funds to general cash.

After examining the system in force, and satisfying himself as
to its adequacy, the public accountant should determine that it is
being carried out effectively by making the following kinds of
tests for a representative period:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Check time records against payroll.
Check rates on payroll against rate records.
Check extensions and footings.
Compare totals of payrolls with payroll cheques drawn.
Check addition and removal of names against employment
department records.
Compare totals of payrolls with labor recapitulations of
cost records.
Vouch deductions from payroll for absences, merchandise,
rentals or other charges.
Vouch subsequent payments of unclaimed wages by ex
amining receipts and tracing name of employees and
amounts to original payrolls.
Account for extraordinary fluctuations of payrolls.

Branch offices:

Branch offices may be sales units, production units or com
pletely independent organizations. The type of control best
suited to branch operations will depend, therefore, upon the basis
of such operations.
When branches are merely sales offices, branch expenses should
be paid from an imprest fund. Reports of disbursements accom
panied by receipted invoices or approved vouchers should be sent
to the head office for reimbursement. When branch offices oper
ate, more or less, as complete units, the following system of con
trols is desirable:
(a) A perpetual inventory of all goods shipped to or pur
chased by the branch should be kept at the head office.
(b) Copies of all branch sales invoices should be sent to the
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(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)

head office where a controlling account of the branch
accounts receivable should be maintained.
A trial balance of branch ledgers should be sent to the
head office each month.
Copies of all approved credits and journal entries should
be sent to the head office for examination,
Cash collections should be deposited in a local bank ac
count over which the branch has no control. All
cheques on this account should be drawn by the head
office.
Copies of branch cash records and duplicate deposit
slips should be sent to the head office.
Bank statements and paid cheques should be sent di
rectly to the head office by the local bank.
Properly approved disbursements for petty-cash ex
penses should be reimbursed by the head office on the
imprest system.

Unless the head office adequately controls branch operations
through the medium of field examinations by its own staff, it
will be necessary usually for the public accountant to visit branch
offices to satisfy himself as to the accuracy of branch transactions.
When the head office does adequately control branch operations,
a field examination by the public accountant ordinarily may not
be necessary. A study of the effectiveness of prescribed routine
therefore is essential before planning the audit program.

Internal audit:
The accounting functions reviewed in the foregoing sections of
this discussion are vital in almost every business, but the order of
their importance varies in different industries. In a finance or
factoring establishment, receivables may represent ninety per
cent of gross assets, requiring emphasis upon the control of pur
chase of accounts, custody of instruments and collateral, credits
and collections. In an investment house, securities may simi
larly represent ninety per cent of gross assets, necessitating closer
attention to problems dealing with the acquisition, sale, custody
and safeguarding of securities. In a manufacturing business,
inventories and the problems relating to the adequate control of
material, labor and all phases of costs demand particular atten
tion. These divergent examples illustrate the need for flexibility
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and the importance of judgment in planning the examination of
internal control in any business, bearing in mind that the extent
and character of the general audit to be undertaken by the in
dependent public accountant are built upon the foundation of un
derlying interest check. It is obvious that no system of internal
control can be satisfactory without some provision for internal
auditing, including at least (a) the verification and reconciliation
of bank balances by someone other than the employee who main
tains the cash records, (b) similar verification of petty-cash funds,
(c) periodical confirmation of receivables by an employee who does
not keep the customers’ ledgers or record cash receipts, (d) peri
odic tests of inventory records by physical count conducted by
other than storekeepers, (e) constant and alert supervision of the
approval of vouchers before payment and (f) verification of cash
sales.
There are rudimentary precautions which should be observed
in any office regardless of size, among which the following may
be noted: Every member of the clerical staff should be required to
take an annual vacation, and employees should be rotated as
much as practicable. It is through such training that many of
the most satisfactory internal auditors have been developed, par
ticularly if this training be coupled with technical accounting
education. Officers and employees responsible for cash, securi
ties, valuable merchandise, etc. should be bonded. Access to se
curities and valuable documents should be had only by two or
more officers or employees jointly. Custodians of securities and
negotiable instruments should take no part in keeping the gen
eral ledger or accounts receivable. Cheques, notes and accept
ances should be signed and countersigned, and it should be
stressed constantly that this routine should not be permitted to
become perfunctory.
Coöperation Between the Internal and External
Auditors

The professional accountant intent upon the responsibilities of
his engagements (not unlike other professional men) often fails
to obtain a sympathetic comprehension by clients of the intent
and necessity of auditing procedures. The client is left in a fog
of mystery and sometimes believes he is being subjected to need
less time-consuming red tape. How much better it is to devote
some attention to the elucidation of the purpose of certain steps
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undertaken in the examination of financial statements. Rela
tively few clients understand that financial statements are pri
marily representations of management and that the report of the
public accountant expresses the considered opinion of a skilled
third party as to the fairness of the representations of manage
ment.
The work of the internal auditor may not be substituted for that
of the public accountant, but all evidence which the comptroller
may produce in support of his representations that internal con
trol is effective will influence the extent of the related work under
taken by the public accountant. On the other hand, the periodic
examination conducted by the public accountant does not take
the place effectively of the “constant vigilance” of internal audit
ing. The two are complementary.
Management may rely upon competent internal audit in the
determination of financial condition and result of operations,
whereas the investing and credit-granting public rely not only
upon the representations of management but also upon the opin
ion of the unbiased public accountant. The functions of the two
should be coordinated to minimize the detail checking to be under
taken by the public accountant.
Reports of internal auditors to the comptroller, with underlying
working papers, should be retained for review by the public ac
countant. Such working papers, if properly prepared, will expe
dite the rechecking of supporting evidence. Similarly the
internal audit staff may lend substantial assistance in the prep
aration of analyses and in assembling corroborative documen
tary evidence which will facilitate the work of the public
accountant.
The need for efficient and economical external audit service will
continue to encourage reliance upon internal control and internal
audit, but the public accountant should apply “such appropriate
measures as will (in his judgment) satisfy him that such account
ing procedures are in fact being followed.”
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The Dominion of Canada Companies Act, 1935
By A Canadian Correspondent

The Canadian companies act of 1935 is a short one and is a fur
ther step forward. Its leading feature from the investors’ stand
point is the repeal of subsection 9 of section 12, which made it
possible to transfer to “distributable surplus” twenty-five per
cent. of what was really the capital contributed for shares of no par
value, and to use it for dividends or in any other way in which
properly made profits could be used, even though that capital had
been contributed many years previously. The fact that the
original shareholders probably thought that they were contribut
ing the permanent capital of the concern hardly weighed at all.
This so-called “distributable surplus” could be built up from
common share capital and paid away in dividends to preferred
shareholders, even if the profits earned from the ordinary opera
tions were nil. Parliament has realized the possibilities of this,
and has cancelled it. It is a good thing that the department of
the secretary of state for Canada, which could veto proposed
transfers, was and is usually very efficient, wide-awake and strong,
but even the best of departments can make mistakes and allow
questionable transactions to slip by.
However, it is still possible to issue shares of no par value so
that twenty-five per cent. of the consideration can be transferred
to “distributable surplus.” This term is a bad one, because sur
plus usually results from an accumulation of profits, and both
capital and earned (or revenue) surplus are distributable in proper
circumstances. “Contributed surplus” or “paid-in surplus”
would have been a more accurate description; but it looks as if
the legislators who used the phrase in the 1930 act intended to
make it quite clear that such surplus could be paid away in cash
dividends. The danger of this power to issue such shares lies in
that it makes it possible for a company to pay cash dividends,
even though it has not earned a cent of profit. There could be no
objection to it, if it were only possible to issue shares in this way,
provided that the company had been in existence and carrying on
operations for a number of years, and provided that it was earning
profits above the usual rate of interest, so that it was justified in
issuing shares at a premium, because this “distributable surplus”
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is really only a form of premium. As it is, companies can issue
such shares at their first issue and many do so, even though there
can not possibly be any accounting justification for such a
premium. Nothing can operate before it exists. How, then, can
a company show that it is earning profits at a high rate before it
has carried out any operations whatever? As we all know, the
payment of cash dividends is often taken as a sign of a good con
cern by the unwary and the ignorant, and accordingly there is
danger that companies may be created with little intention of
earning real profits from their operations, but of paying dividends
out of “distributable surplus,” so that the public, unwitting as to
the real source of these dividends, is willing to pay high prices for
such shares, only to find when it is too late that it has paid heavily
for shares in a losing concern, which has paid away twenty-five
per cent. of the money contributed for its shares. The only
safeguard which investors have is to examine carefully the
“statutory information” in the prospectus for an issue of shares
required from every company registered under the Canadian
dominion act; and, if they see that a portion of the consideration
is to be transferred to “distributable surplus” with no proper
justification, to avoid taking up the shares of that company.
In addition to cases in which companies have shown that they
are earning profits, it may be used, justifiably, when a holding
company acquires all of the shares of another company, immedi
ately at the close of a financial period, and accordingly before it
has been possible to ascertain and distribute the profits made in
that period by the company which is being taken over. In such
cases, however, it is not essential, because the date of sale can be
postponed a few weeks until the profits of the period just closed
have been ascertained and the necessary dividends declared. If
this is done, the profits earned by the subsidiary between the close
of the period and the date of sale would have to be capitalized by
the holding company, but that is all, and it would inflict little
hardship. Again, this could be avoided by making it possible to
wait until the profits of the subsidiary for the period just closed
had been ascertained and the dividends declared, and then to ar
range the sales contract, but to ante-date the transfer to the close
of the period, and to exclude from the assets taken over by the
holding company the cash representing the profits made and to be
distributed by way of dividends. I, however, prefer the method
which calls for the capitalization of profits made by the subsidiary
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between the close of the financial period and the date of the sale
transfer. Properly it would call for a closing-off of the subsid
iary’s books a few weeks after the close of the period, but that
need not be an overwhelming problem, and it would not occur
again.
The “statutory information,” which Canadian dominion com
pany law requires to be published in prospectuses, is full and very
informative. In this respect the Canadian dominion company
law could well be studied as a model.
An excellent subsection has replaced the original section 12,
subsection 9. It provides that,
“Shares in the capital stock of the company having a nominal
or par value shall not be issued as fully paid except for a considera
tion payable in cash to the total nominal amount of the shares so
issued, or for a consideration payable in property or services
which the directors may determine by express resolution to be in
all the circumstances of the transaction the fair equivalent of cash
to the total nominal amount of the shares so issued:”

It goes on to provide that the directors may make application
to a judge to give his opinion as to the fair value of consideration,
where it consists of property or services. Evidently, in future
liquidations, where there is a question as to the value of the
“services” rendered by certain persons for the issuance of shares
to them, and directors have not previously asked for a declaration
from a judge, the said directors are going to be asked why they
failed to do so. People who obtain “fully-paid” shares on the
strength of supposed “services” to a company, which subse
quently becomes bankrupt, may find themselves in the lists of
contributories, as persons who have not yet fully paid for their
shares. The directors who consented to the issue, also, are liable
for the amount, “less than the fair equivalent in cash.”
Subsection 10 of section 12 hits at non-voting shares. It pro
vides that,
“ In no case shall shares of a public company of any class or any
subdivision of any class, whether with or without par value, be
issued and allotted to which shall attach any exclusive right to
control the management of the business or affairs of the company
by the election or removal of the board of directors thereof or
otherwise.”

This will not affect preferred shares with preferential voting rights
which may be exercised in a stated event only.
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There is much stringent legislation against directors in this act.
For example, every director must now furnish annually to his
company’s secretary, for the information of its shareholders, a
detailed statement of the shares and securities of the company
bought and sold by him during the previous twelve months.
Directors are forbidden to speculate for their personal accounts in
the shares of their companies; although exactly how “specula
tion” is to be proved is not very clear, and probably only very
flagrant cases could be prosecuted. Fines and imprisonment are
the penalties for such speculation or for false declarations as to
transactions in the company’s shares and securities.
The annual statements come in for further legislation. Debts
which are collectible and those which are not, or are very doubtful,
must be shown separately, unless provision is made for the bad
and doubtful, or “ non-current,” debts, as the act puts it. If land,
buildings or plant has been written up in the books so that a sur
plus has resulted, the amount by which any of these items has
been written up during the three previous years must be stated on
the balance-sheet. In the revenue statements, the remuneration
of the directors, as directors (not as managers or otherwise), must
be shown separately, no matter whether it is called directors’ fees,
commission or is described in any other fashion. The same ap
plies to the remuneration of counsel, solicitors and legal advisors
of the company. Canadian operating statements and balancesheets prepared under the dominion law are now full of valuable
information.
On the whole, the act is a distinct attempt to be more strict,
although it is a little difficult to see how certain things are to be
proved. In any case its provisions will certainly be beneficial.
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Government Auditing in China
By J. Stephen Nom Lee
In- view of the scarcity of literature about China’s government
auditing system, one may be astonished to hear of the existence
of a modem system of government auditing in the administration
of the government finance in China. Yet when comparing the
different constitutions with other countries, one finds the Chinese
constitution emphasizes auditing more than other constitutions do.
Few people realize that government auditing was practised
in China as early as the time when King Hammurabi founded the
first Babylonian empire. Even at that time there was a strong
desire among the governing authorities to make auditing a
compulsory measure in government administration, and a clear
distinction was made between government auditing and private
auditing. It is the purpose of this article, therefore, to throw some
light to the English speaking people on the present system of
government auditing as practised in China today.
History

of

Chinese Government Auditing

In early Chinese history, auditing involved nothing more than
checking the accuracy of account figures, yet more importance was
placed in government auditing than government accounting.
Some kind of an auditing system was known as far back as King
Yu of Hsia dynasty* in 2205 b. c. National revenues and
expenditures, in his reign, were audited with great care. Unfor
tunately, there were no written materials or complete records
preserved for present references. The system was simple and
inadequate to be sure, but there was revealed a serious effort, on
the part of the governing authority, to have some controlling
control over the administrators of public finance.
During the Han dynasty, in 206 b. c., auditing began to assume
an important rôle in public administration. All accounting
officers of different government organizations in the country, as a
result, were required to go to the national capital to make their
annual reports in person. Communications between the capital
and the different provinces in those days were very trying and
difficult, as was to be expected, but in spite of that fact, the system
was carried out satisfactorily.
*See “Chinese Auditing System,’’ by Lou Wan Ting, Chinese Accounting Quarterly, vol.
I, no. 4.
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During the reign of Emperor Hsien, in 73 b. c., the importance
of government auditing seemed to dwindle because of the passive
attitude of public officers. Auditing was indifferently carried
out. Frauds and falsified accounts, naturally, assumed a very
serious magnitude. The government, however, finally realized
the seriousness of the effect of fraud upon public accounts, and
legislation, which authorized the appointment of officers to audit
the books and records of different government organizations of
different provinces was passed. According to this law, the
financial officer would be severely dealt with if his financial reports
were not made in accordance with the rules and procedure
prescribed. This, then, was really the foundation of government
auditing in China.
As Chinese civilization progressed, the system of government
auditing also improved. During the Tang dynasty, 618 A. d., a
bureau of audits was created. This bureau had to do with the
checking and verification of all financial transactions, all receipts
of revenues and all military expenditures and salaries of govern
ment officers, etc. This bureau, fortunately, was not directly
under the department of finance but was under the judicial
department. The idea of placing the bureau of audits away from
the influence of the department of finance was well conceived,
because it served as a check against the department of finance,
which in those days was the most powerful department of the
government and had most to say in the administration of
national revenues and expenditures.
Down to the Sung dynasty, 960 A. D., the system of auditing
passed through a tremendous change. Auditing became, then, a
very important function in government reform. A new system
of government was introduced, in which the “yuen” (branch)
system was adopted in government administration. One of the
“yuens” (six in all) was the auditing “yuen,” the sole purpose of
which was the supervision and auditing of all national revenues
and expenditures. It was in this period that the present “ yuen ”
system of government administration arose. At the same time,
government auditing was given the most encouragement and the
widest power to carry out its various activities.
During the reign of Emperor Lung Hsin (1490-1560), the scope
of auditing was very much enlarged and the application of audit
rules was more intensively carried out. During this period, civil
wars were rampant all over the country. Military expenditures
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had reached such a staggering amount that an unprecedented
drain of silver reserves from the national treasury took place. An
audit, consequently, was instituted to investigate the accounts of
the department of finance. All receipts and expenditures of
different provincial administrators of the country were also given
close scrutiny. Some bookkeeping forms and reports were
introduced, for the first time perhaps, in order to facilitate the
work of auditing. It is interesting to note that during Emperor
Lung Hsin’s reign, Paciolo, father of modern accounting, pub
lished his famous treatise, in 1494.
Down to the Tsing dynasty, 1644, the system of government
administration was different from that of former reigns. Instead
of having an auditing “yuen” as in the case of the former Sung
dynasty, a department of audits was created by law to take care
of the auditing of public accounts of different government organ
izations in the country; but, for some reasons or other, the organ
ization of the department of audits had never materialized. The
work of the department of audits was then taken up by one of the
departments of the ministry of finance.
In the last days of the reign of the empress dowager, 1908, the
former auditing “yuen” or department of audits was totally
disregarded. No attempt was made to improve government
auditing. Auditing of public accounts was taken up by the min
istry of finance instead of by an independent organization as it
was formerly. Auditors were appointed by the ministry of
finance to different provinces to oversee all accounts and transac
tions relative to national revenues and expenditures. Those
auditors were given authority to adjust or to correct on the spot
any irregularity of accounts and to report to the ministry of
finance in case of frauds or illegal entries found during the course
of audit. The significance of auditing as an independent check
against administrators of public finance of the government was
much diminished, however.
But in 1910, during the reign of Emperor Hsin Tung, the boy
emperor of China, the former “yuen” system of government
administration, which originated in the Sung dynasty, was re
stored. It is gratifying to note that one of the “yuens” was the
auditing “yuen.” During this new reign, one of the laws of
audit specified that the auditing “yuen” must appoint qualified
auditors immediately to audit all accounts of the ministry of
finance and also all accounts of the different provinces. But
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before the actual organization of the auditing “yuen” took place,
the law specified that, as a temporary measure, such audits were
to be taken up by a high officer, in the case of the ministry of
finance, and by governors, in the case of provinces. It is thus
clearly seen that government auditing was very seriously con
sidered under the boy emperor’s regime. Unfortunately, the
national revolution broke out. The boy emperor was dethroned
and the system was not carried out.
After establishment of the republic in 1911, the constitution,
under the new regime—or what was commonly described as the
“Peking government”—definitely specified that a bureau of
audits was to be created, with sub-bureaus throughout all
provinces of China. A set of audit rules was promulgated.
Unfortunately, there was a serious objection to this form of
organization, because of the fact that this bureau, according to
the constitution, was directly under one of the cabinet ministers,
and therefore, could not function independently as a supervisor of
administration of national finance. This defect was, however,
corrected when, in 1914, new legislation was passed to enlarge the
bureau of audits and to raise its status to that of the auditing
“yuen” in order to have it placed directly under the president of
the republic. The main functions of the new auditing “yuen”
had to do with the audit of national revenues and expenditures
and the verification of receipts and disbursements reports sub
mitted by different government organizations of the country.
This system worked out quite satisfactorily in spite of chaotic
conditions in China at the time.
In 1927, however, after Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek made a
successful drive against the “Peking government” and removed
the national capital from Peking (now renamed Peiping) to
Nanking, political conditions in China as a whole began to show
much stability. Good progress has been made toward political,
financial and economic consolidation. A year later, in 1928, the
auditing “yuen” was reorganized and was placed directly under
the nationalist government, whose chief executive officer was, and
still is, the chairman instead of the president. In effect, the
auditing “yuen” was placed directly under the chief executive
officer of the republic.
In 1929, the nationalist government was reorganized. The
five-“yuen” system of government administration was adopted.
The auditing “yuen” was changed to the ministry of audits,
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which was placed directly under the control “yuen.” A law on
uniform procedure for auditing of government accounts was
enacted and carried into effect two years later. In 1933, there was
a slight change of this new law, according to which the ministry
of audits was authorized to establish a bureau of audits in every
province of China. These bureaus are directly under the control
of the ministry of audits, and, therefore, constitute the latest
stage of the evolution of the Chinese government auditing the
organization and procedure of which I shall now describe briefly
in the following paragraphs.
Organization of the Ministry of Audits

According to the law promulgated by the nationalist govern
ment on October 29,1929, the ministry of audits is directly respon
sible to the control “yuen.” The head of the ministry of audits
is known as the auditor-general, under whom are two assistants
known as assistant secretary and under-secretary respectively,
two to four general secretaries; nine to twelve auditors; twelve to
sixteen assistant auditors, and, eight to eighteen inspectors.
The labors of the ministry of audits are delegated to three
divisions which are placed under the responsibility of three senior
auditors, besides a general affairs division which is in charge of one
of the senior secretaries.
The first division of the ministry of audits has to do with the
audit of the budget of the nationalist government and all budgets
of government organizations in the country and also the author
ization of treasury warrants. It has, therefore, a definite respon
sibility as to the pre-audit examination of the administration of
national finance.
The second division of the ministry of audits, on the other hand,
has to do with the audit of settlement (final) accounts submitted
by different organizations of the government, including the min
istry of finance. In other words, it has a definite responsibility
as to the post-audit examination of the administration of national
finance.
The third division of the ministry of audits supplies a connecting
link between the first and the second division. This division
sends traveling auditors and inspectors to every government
organization of the country for field audits and special audits.
They have the power to inspect all books and evidence of every
government organization in the country.
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The last division of the ministry of audits takes charge of gen
eral affairs of the ministry itself—namely, correspondence, official
documents, accounts of the ministry, etc. In other words, it is an
executive office for the ministry.
Beside the divisions described, the ministry of audits has also
a bureau of audits in each of the provinces. These bureaus are
organized mainly to facilitate the auditing of provincial accounts,
as it would save a great deal of trouble and time if provincial
accounts were to be sent to the various bureaus instead of to the
ministry. The organization of the bureaus is somewhat similar
to that of the ministry, except, of course, on a much smaller scale.
In short, the main functions of the ministry of audits are to
audit government’s annual accounts, monthly receipts and dis
bursements of all government organizations, special grants and
items of different government organizations and their statements
of official properties, materials and supplies.
The ministry of audits also makes reports to the nationalist
government on:
(1) Reconciliations of treasury disbursements with settle
ment accounts of different organizations;
(2) Receipts, employment of funds, sale or transfer or use
made of official properties, materials and supplies and
the corresponding budget figures;
(3) Payments made in excess of budget figures or payments
made not otherwise provided by budget estimates;
(4) Results of the annual fiscal period, with suggestions or
recommendations on desirable legislative or adminis
trative changes.
Auditing Procedure

Since adoption of the “Uniform system of government account
ing in China” * in 1931, all budgets of government organizations
have been made by the department of budgets, accounts and
statistics and have been approved by the legislative “yuen.”
Every government organization must submit its budget to the
bureau of budgets of the department of budgets, accounts and
statistics for presentation to the legislative “yuen” for approval;
after which, the first division of the ministry of audits will
authorize the ministry of finance to issue treasury warrants in
accordance with approved budgets. No warrants will be paid by
* See “Government Accounting in China," The Journal of Accountancy, vol. LXI, no. 4.
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the ministry of finance without proper authorization by the
ministry of audits. At the end of the budget period, each organ
ization must submit its settlement accounts (final accounts) to the
second division of the ministry of audits for its final audit.
A settlement account in the case of general government organ
izations consists of:
(1) A budget of estimated revenues;
(2) A budget of estimated expenditures;
(3) A statement of actual revenues collected;
(4) A statement of actual expenditures;
(5) A statement of cash receipts and disbursements;
(6) A statement of official properties, materials and supplies
held in custody for the government;
(7) A balance-sheet;
(8) A list of supporting original evidence.
For a state-owned corporation, on the other hand, a settlement
account would consist of:
(1) A statement of receipts from operation;
(2) A statement of actual expenditures;
(3) A statement of cash receipts and disbursements;
(4) A balance-sheet;
(5) A profit-and-loss statement;
(6) A statement of inventories.
When the settlement account is submitted to the ministry of
audits, if found in compliance with the rules and procedure of the
ministry, a certificate of approved audit will be issued. Other
wise, the account will be sent back to the organization for further
explanation. It is sometimes found necessary that a special
audit be made for doubtful cases.
Special Features of the Auditing System in China

After having outlined the organization of the ministry of audits
and the procedure of the auditing system, I shall now mention
briefly some of the special features of the auditing system in China.
First, the control “yuen” is one of the highest branches of the
five “yuens” in the Chinese system of government administra
tion. The fact that the ministry of audits is directly under the
control “yuen” suggests that its work can be carried out in
dependently of the influence of other authorities and that its
decisions and findings can be made without any bias.
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Secondly, the ministry of audits has the final decision on all
settlement accounts submitted by different organizations of the
government; whereas, in other countries, this power is reserved to
congress or parliament. When an organization, after its settle
ment account has been audited, is charged with an illegal act, as
stipulated by the ministry, the ministry has no power to render
any verdict, but it has a right to recommend one.
Thirdly, in important cases, the auditor-general calls a con
ference of all auditors and inspectors to discuss the cases and
render decisions accordingly.
Fourthly, in most countries, pre-audit examinations are of
expenditures only. Under the Chinese system both receipts and
expenditures are involved.
Fifthly, in the Chinese system, all organizations are required to
have a pre-audit examination of their receipts and expenditures,
and a post-audit examination of their settlement accounts. Thus
an audit takes place before and after the incurring of any liability.
Sometimes auditors are appointed to stations in the various
government organizations in order to make a closer scrutiny of all
accounts and transactions of those organizations whose accounts
are found doubtful.
Lastly, some countries base their audits strictly according to
rules and regulations regardless of the facts of the case. This,
therefore, involves a great deal of red tape and unnecessary in
convenience. But in China the practice is different. Although
an audit is based strictly upon the budget, any item not based
upon fact or any item of expenditures which is uneconomical shall
be returned for further explanation. On the other hand, any
item if based upon fact will be perfectly in order, even though it is
not provided in budget estimates. Thus, the Chinese system is
more flexible and more harmonious with changing conditions.
Conclusion

As I said at the beginning of this article, auditing is emphasized
more in the Chinese constitution than in any other country and
it is clear from the above that the ministry of audits plays a
considerable part both in the administration of government
finance and in the financial reconstruction of China. But there
is much room for improvement of the audit system. Since, for
instance, the main purpose of auditing is to disclose, and the main
idea of a well regulated auditing system is to prevent, fraudulent
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practices and to supervise financial administration of public
officers, an audit of materials, supplies and other assets held in
custody by public officers for the government will, in all probabil
ity, serve even a greater purpose than would an audit of cash
receipts and cash disbursements. This, sad to say, is exactly the
case in government auditing in China.
Another shortcoming of the Chinese system is the fact that too
much emphasis has been given to the verification and checking of
the accuracy of reports submitted. Such factors as prices of
materials, construction costs, loan agreements, interest and uses
of government bond issues, contracts on government purchases,
etc., have never, in practice, been given enough attention in the
course of audit. Until such factors have been recognized in
practice, it is hardly justifiable to conclude that the present system
of government auditing in China will play a very effective role as
a check against fraudulent practices of financial officers in gov
ernment organizations. If an organization, for instance, such as
the ministry of audits, which has a history of more than 4,000
years behind it, existed merely to check the accuracy of figures
of reports presented; an injustice would be done not only to the
government but to Chinese taxpayers as well. Furthermore, an
audit department which can not function independently to guard
against irregular practices and illegitimate manipulations of ac
counts by financial officers has no “raison d’etre.” But in view of
the transitional period of economic adjustment and political con
solidation one naturally expects to find some flaws in the audit
system and inconsistencies in its application; and I firmly believe
that the present government is earnestly trying to work out an
auditing system which will be as nearly perfect as is humanly
possible.
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Mathematical Computations for Defaulted
Bond Issues
By R. S. Bickford

Subsequent to 1928 defaults occurred in the payment of many
first-mortgage real-estate gold bonds. Accountants are aware
of the processes by which bondholders through representative
protective committees and trustees have sought protection for
their investments through foreclosure and other legal remedies.
Soon after the occurrence of default a bondholders’ protective
committee composed of prominent business men is usually or
ganized. They endeavor to encourage all bondholders to deposit
their bonds with them under a deposit agreement in order that
concerted action may be taken in instituting foreclosure proceed
ings and in effecting a plan of reorganization.
The purpose of this paper is to point out the mathematical
procedure involved in a customary bond-issue foreclosure for dis
tributing the income derived from the operations of the property
during the period of receivership prior to the date of foreclosure
sale—the sale proceeds—and the income arising from the property
during the period of redemption from a foreclosure sale.
As I am a resident of Illinois, this discussion is governed by the
statutes of that state. Here the equity owner is allowed twelve
months in which to redeem from the foreclosure sale by pay
ment in cash at any time during this period of the amount
bid at the sale, plus interest from the date of sale. Judgment
creditors have an additional three months within which to
redeem.
The original document to support a bond issue is a trust agree
ment. By its terms the payment of funds from the foregoing
sources is stipulated.
The next instrument of importance is the bill of complaint,
drawn and filed in court by the solicitors for the trustee in
accordance with the provisions of the trust agreement. The
complaint alleges the particulars of the default and of the relief
sought.
In every foreclosure it is necessary for the court to render an
account of the amount due the various parties in the proceedings.
In order properly to state this account voluminous testimony is
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presented. The court, therefore, refers nearly every foreclosure
case to a master in chancery or some other officer of the court
in order to permit the plaintiffs and defendants to present and
receive full consideration of their claims.
In Illinois there is one master in chancery for every circuit and
superior court who is appointed by the judge in office. In most
cases the masters are attorneys whose duties are twofold:
1. To hear the evidence and to report to the court of their
findings of facts and of law.
2. To carry out the orders of the court.
The decree of foreclosure is the record of the court’s findings
based upon the report of the master. It orders the action to be
taken with respect to the default. The master in chancery’s
report of sale and distribution gives evidence that the action has
been performed.
The decretal indebtedness is the aggregate amount found to be
due in the decree. This is composed of the following liens which
are detailed according to their priority:
1. All costs and expenses incurred by the master in chancery
and by the court, which are paid in full.
2. All expenses and advances incurred by the complainant
such as trustee’s fees, solicitor’s fees, stenographic
charges, advances for title examination etc., which are
also paid in full.
3. The amount due on defaulted bonds and interest coupons
plus interest thereon.
In some instances there may be mechanics’ liens which are
recognized by the court and will participate in the sale proceeds
either prior to or subsequent to the indebtedness of the defaulted
bonds and interest coupons.
One part of the decretal indebtedness which may cause con
siderable trouble is the calculation of additional interest on the
defaulted principal amount of bonds and interest coupons. There
are three dates to be known before application of the interest rates
can be made. These dates are:
1. Serial dates of matured bonds, dates of the unpaid interest
coupons and the date of acceleration, which is the date
on which the remaining outstanding principal amount of
bonds is declared due and payable.
2. The date of the decree of foreclosure.
3. The date of the foreclosure sale.
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Interest on matured unpaid bonds and coupons is computed at
7 per cent. from the date of their respective maturities to the date
of the decree.
Interest on the remaining outstanding bonds is computed at
the contract rate of the bond issue from the date of the last ma
tured interest coupon to the accelerated date and then at 7 per
cent. from the date of acceleration to the date of the decree. Both
computations are based on the par value of the bonds.
From the date of the decree to the date of the master’s fore
closure sale interest is compounded at 5 per cent, on the aggregate
total of the 7 per cent, calculation.
One of the first steps in every foreclosure suit is to request the
court to appoint a receiver for the property, for the purpose of
enforcing the lien on the rents as set forth in the trust agreement.
The receiver takes possession of and operates the property under
the supervision of the court. The receiver may be in possession
of the property from the date of his appointment to the end of the
redemption period or he may be discharged after the foreclosure
sale in favor of the new owner.
The bondholders’ protective committee is generally the pur
chaser of the property at the foreclosure sale in accordance with
an accepted plan of reorganization. Where it is found expedient,
the committee purchases from the equity owner title to the prop
erty either for cash or for some consideration in the new entity—
it buys liens and other judgments thereon—and after the fore
closure sale redeems from the sale as the owner and effects title
subject only to the lien on the rents, issues and profits as set forth
in the trust agreement.
By having title to the property the bondholders’ committee
can, by producing sufficient evidence to the court, seek the
discharge of the receiver, take possession of and operate the
property.
Therefore, at the time of the foreclosure sale the bondholders
are distinguished as between “deposited” and “non-deposited.”
From proceeds of the sale the expenses and advances which
must be paid in full are deducted. The remainder is distributable
to all bondholders on pro rata. The amount that each bond and
interest coupon will receive is determined by dividing the amount
distributable by the total decretal indebtedness for bonds and
interest coupons. The quotient is the amount payable for each
dollar of decretal debt.
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The bondholders’ protective committee generally pays the
purchase price in cash and in bonds. The amount applicable to
the bonds is equivalent to the proportionate share of the amount
distributable, computed on the aggregate decretal indebtedness
of the bonds and interest coupons in possession of the committee
at the date of sale.
The master’s report of sale and distribution details the bonds
and coupons presented by the bondholders’ protective committee
(which are to receive credit on the bid price) and those of the non
depositors. The credit on deposited bonds represents the pro-rata
share which they would receive if it had been a cash sale. Having
this information, the percentage between deposited and non
deposited bonds can be accurately determined. The method em
ployed is to divide the total decretal indebtedness by the total
par value of defaulted bonds and interest coupons. The quotient
is the decretal debt per dollar. Multiplying this result by the
total par value of each group the total indebtedness of each class
is determined and likewise the percentage of each class to the
aggregate indebtedness.
Before the actual reorganization is effected one or more of the
non-deposited bonds and interest coupons, as detailed in the mas
ter’s report of sale, may be deposited. This will change the per
centage between the two classes of bondholders and it should be
effected by using the quotient of decretal debt per dollar. It is
easier to determine the new percentage on the total par value of
defaulted bonds, but this method is inequitable because there are
generally detached interest coupons which are not deposited. This
is particularly true where more than one series of coupons will
participate proportionately with the bonds.
The theory may be propounded that the total par value of
defaulted interest coupons is infinitesimal when compared to
the total par value of bonds—and without doubt this is true.
Yet the court orders in the decree that the defaulted bonds and
interest coupons are to share equally and without priority of one
over the other in the proceeds of the foreclosure sale and the net
rents derived from the operations of the property in accordance
with the statute of redemption. Therefore, to exclude the inter
est coupons is contrary to court order and might also prove em
barrassing to the trustee.
The cash-receipts-and-disbursements basis is used in accounting
for the net operations of a property under foreclosure. The
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account should be recorded for two periods. The first period is
from the date of the appointment of the receiver to the date of the
foreclosure sale. The second is from the date of the foreclosure
sale to the end of the redemption period, which is fifteen months in
Illinois.
It is an accepted fact that all disbursements made by a court’s
receiver during the period prior to the foreclosure sale are proper
expenditures, because items of large amount must have the ap
proval of the court, and the property during this period is being
operated for the benefit of all bondholders.
During the redemption period the property is operated either
by a receiver or, as in most cases, by the purchaser at the date of
the foreclosure sale. This may be the bondholders’ protective
committee or the new entity as established in the accepted plan
of reorganization by the “deposited ” bondholders, providing they
own the title or have some assignment of rents from the title
holder.
The net income earned from the property during this period is
applicable to the deficiency due on the decretal indebtedness and
is distributed pro rata between “deposited ” and “ non-deposited ”
bondholders. The accounting procedure is on the cash-receiptsand-disbursements basis.
Where a receiver is in possession through the period of re
demption his accounting covers the actual revenues received and
all disbursements made. His accounting is subject to the ap
proval of the court and, if improper, will be disallowed. There
fore it is assumed that, when the receiver’s reports of operation
are approved, they are considered to be correct.
Where the bondholders’ protective committee or its representa
tive or the new entity is in possession, the net result from opera
tion during the redemption period may be subject to adjustment
by adding back certain types of expenditures if payments have
been made for the following classes of expense.
1. General real-estate taxes and special assessments.
2. Exterior building maintenance.
3. Insurance.
4. Purchase of mechanical equipment.
5. Rental charge for furniture, furnishings and equipment.
6. Miscellaneous items.
The cash-receipts-and-disbursements basis means the inclusion
of all cash received from whatever source and the accounting for
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all disbursements made. In some cases this is a comparatively
simple statement to prepare, while in others there are questions
of expense which are debatable.
The beginning and ending dates of the redemption period
seldom coincide with the first or last day of the month. There
fore, the proper method is to account for all moneys received
and all expenditures made which are applicable to the period,
although payments of some expenses are made subsequent to the
end of the redemption period. Owing to the poor methods in
which some books are kept it is impossible to allocate correctly
the expenses and the receipts. The most equitable plan in this
situation would be to multiply the total disbursements and total
receipts by the ratio of the redemption-period days to the total
number of days of the month for the first and last part of the
period.
Payments for general real-estate taxes and special assessments
during the redemption period are not allowable. Such payments
benefit the new purchaser and do not benefit the non-depositing
bondholders, because the property is purchased at the foreclosure
sale subject to unpaid taxes. The amounts so expended are
added back to the net income.
Exterior building maintenance may include such items as ex
terior painting and tuck pointing, a new roof or a guaranteed roof
recoating and sidewalk repairs. These types of expenses are
considered to have a longer life than those appertaining to the
actual operations of the building and should, therefore, be amor
tized as follows:
Type of expense
Period of amortization
Exterior painting and tuck pointing... 3 years
New roof or roof recoating...................Over period guaranteed in the contract
Sidewalk repairs.................................... 3 years

Fire-insurance coverage is generally written for three or five
years because of the saving in premiums. The non-depositing
bondholders do not benefit in this protection after the redemption
period expires. Therefore, the unearned portion of the premiums
should be determined and added back to the net income.
Most mechanical equipment, such as refrigerators, stokers, or
elevators, is purchased on rental-purchase contracts. Instalment
payments made during the redemption period are considered to be
justifiable. The theory is that such payments represent rental
charges, as the contracts are written for a period of three or more
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years. The contracts provide that the payments are rent until
the full amount is paid. If such equipment is purchased outright
the total amount disbursed should be amortized over the esti
mated life, charging the redemption-period operation for its
portion only.
Probably one of the most difficult expenditures to determine
is the fair monthly rental charge for the use of furniture, furnish
ings and equipment where title is not held by the estate. The
following two methods are suggested which will assist in de
termining a fair rental charge.

1. The average gross monthly rental basis.
The average monthly gross income is determined by ascertain
ing the annual gross income and dividing by twelve. By applying
the following percentages representing the depreciable rate for the
classes of items composing the furniture, furnishings and equip
ment account to the average monthly gross income and allowing
5 per cent. interest on the investment the resultant total is
indicative of an equitable rental charge.
Kind
Rate
Furniture.............................................................................. 5%
Linen replacement............................................................... 2%
China & glassware............................................................... 1 %
Interest on investment (average monthly)........................ 5%

2. The cost basis:
This cost basis requires specific information as to the cost of
the furniture, furnishings and equipment composing the account
at the date of acquisition and of all subsequent additions. Using
the estimated life of the classes of items we arrive at the total
depreciation charge, to which is added the annual interest on the
investment. Dividing this aggregate by twelve, the quotient
is indicative of an equitable rental charge.
Type of item
Estimated life
Furniture....................................................................... 10 years
Carpet............................................................................
7 years
Refrigeration.................................................................
5 years
China & Glassware.......................................................
3 years
Interest @ 5% on the investment................................................

The cost of the furniture, furnishings and equipment at date of
acquisition is generally found to be a depreciated value. There
fore, in most cases, the resulting figure is less than the one de
termined on the average monthly gross income basis.
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Among the miscellaneous items which may have been paid
from the operating funds of the property during the redemption
period when the properties were operated by the committee are:
1. Interest on reorganization loan or prepayment thereon.
2. Incorporation expenses consisting of state and solicitor’s
fees.
3. Title examination fees and recording fees.
And other expenses which are properly chargeable to the new
organization. These expenditures are not allowable and should
be added back to the net income.
The adjusted net income is distributable to all bondholders
on the basis determined in the master’s report of sale and dis
tribution and is also applicable to a reduction in the amount of
the deficiency decree.
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Students’ Department
H. P. Baumann, Editor
AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS

[Note.—The fact that these answers appear in The Journal of Account
ancy should not cause the reader to assume that they are the official answers of
the board of examiners. They represent merely the opinions of the editor of
the Students' Department.]
Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II

May 15, 1936, 1 P. M. to 6:30 P. M.
Solve problems 1 to 6 and problem 7 or 8.
No. 1 (20 points):
You are requested by a brewery to recommend the proper procedure of
accounting for its kegs. The following information is supplied:
(a) Kegs are purchased and remain the property of the brewery.
(b) A charge of $5 (the approximate cost) is made to the customer for
each keg containing the beer sold, with the privilege of returning
the empty keg and receiving $5 credit.
All kegs are ultimately returned by the customer.
(c) Kegs are periodically reconditioned by outsiders and will last twenty
years.
(1) Describe, as you would in a system report, the accounts that should be
kept, the regular charges and credits thereto and the means whereby
the accounts can be made to furnish a proper accounting control of
the kegs.
(2) Prepare the journal entries for the aforesaid charges and credits.
(3) How would you show the following items on the brewery’s balancesheet?
(a) 28,000 kegs owned.
(b) 10,000 kegs with customers.
(c) 3,000 kegs in the warehouse and shipping room, filled with beer.
(d) 15,000 kegs in the warehouse, new and returned by customers.
Solution:
(1) The following accounts should be kept for control of the kegs:
Kegs is a fixed asset account which should be charged, at cost, with all kegs
acquired. Any kegs sold or discarded should be credited to this account at
their cost.
A separate account to support this general ledger account should be kept in
the receiving and shipping room, in which a record should be maintained
showing the number of:
(1) Empty kegs in warehouse.
(2) Filled kegs on hand.
(3) Kegs in hands of customers.

Transfers between the three accounts would be reflected by reciprocal
charges and credits (by number of kegs), and the total kegs on hand would
always remain in agreement with the “kegs” account in the general ledger.
Daily reports should be required of the drivers to ascertain the number of kegs
in possession of the customers.
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Reserve for depreciation—kegs. Credits would represent the annual depre
ciation allowance (5%). Charges would represent accrued depreciation on
any kegs sold or retired from use.
Depreciation—kegs. Account should be charged with the annual provision
for depreciation at the rate of 5 per cent. of the cost of the kegs. This is an
expense account to be shown as a charge against operations.
Reconditioning cost—kegs. Charges would represent actual expenditures
incurred to recondition the kegs. This account is also an expense account to
be shown as a charge against operations.
Accounts receivable—kegs. As “all kegs are ultimately returned by the
customer,” a separate account should be set up to account for the $5.00 charge
for each keg delivered to the customers. The offsetting credit is entered in an
account called “ Reserve for returnable kegs.” As each keg is returned, the
reserve account is charged, and the accounts receivable account is credited at
$5.00 each. If any charge for kegs is paid by the customer, cash is charged
and accounts receivable are credited.
To facilitate the accounting for the kegs, a separate column could be used in
both the sales record and the individual customers’ accounts, in which the
keg charges and credits may be entered.
Reserve for returnable kegs. Account should be credited with $5.00 for each
keg delivered and charged at the same rate for each keg returned. The
balance in this account represents at all times the amount creditable to the
customers for kegs in their possession. Any excess of the balance in this
account over the balance in the account “accounts receivable—kegs” repre
sents the amount refundable, in cash, to customers for kegs paid for by them.
(2) The journal entries to record the above mentioned charges and credits
in the accounts follow:

Kegs.................................................................................
Accounts payable....................................................
To record the purchase of 28,000 kegs at $5.00 each.
Depreciation—kegs.........................................................
Reserve for depreciation—kegs..............................
To provide for depreciation at the rate of 5% per an
num on kegs costing $140,000.
Reconditioning cost—kegs.............................................
Accounts payable....................................................
To record the (assumed) cost of reconditioning kegs.
Accounts receivable—kegs.............................................
Reserve for returnable kegs....................................
To record the charges made for kegs delivered to cus
tomers at the rate of $5.00 each. (It is assumed that
25,000 kegs were delivered.)
Reserve for returnable kegs...........................................
Accounts receivable—kegs......................................
To record the (assumed) return of 15,000 kegs by
customers.
Cash.................................................................................
Accounts receivable—kegs......................................
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$140,000
$140,000

7,000

7,000
1,000
1,000
125,000

125,000

75,000

75,000
2,500
2,500
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To record the (assumed) payment for 500 kegs by
customers.
Loss on kegs discarded...................................................
Reserve for depreciation—kegs......................................
Kegs.........................................................................
To record the loss, and to reverse the accrued depre
ciation on (assumed) 200 kegs discarded. Deprecia
tion thereon amounted to (5% of $1,000), $50.
Cash.................................................................................
Reserve for depreciation—kegs......................................
Gain on kegs sold....................................................
Kegs.........................................................................
To record the following:
(Assumed that 300 kegs were sold for $1,450.)
Cash received............................................... $1,450
Accrued depreciation...................................
75
Total.........................................................
Cost..............................................................

$1,525
1,500

Gain on sale.................................................

$

$ 950
50

$1,000

1,450
75

25
1,500

25

(3) The items would appear in the balance-sheet as follows:
(a) 28,000 kegs owned would appear under the
fixed asset section of the balance-sheet:
$140,000
Kegs.............................................
7,000
Less—reserve for depreciation...

(b) 10,000 kegs with customers would appear as a
current liability as follows;
Reserve for returnable kegs.....................
Less—accounts receivable—kegs.............

$ 50,000
47,500

$133,000

$ 2,500

(c) 3,000 kegs in the warehouse and shipping room,
filled with beer, and
(d) 15,000 kegs in the warehouse, new and returned
by customers, are all included in the inventory
of kegs owned and are shown under (a) above.

No. 2 (24 points):
Phoenix Smelting Company (Co. A) has agreed to purchase the minority
interest in Phoenix Mining Co. (Co. B). Their balance-sheets show:
(Co. A)
(Co. B)
Phoenix
Phoenix
Smelting Co.
Mining Co.
Assets:
Tangible assets.........................$3,764,513
$2,264,718
Goodwill.................................
500,000
91,000 shares of Co. B........... 1,270,000 5,373 shares Co. A
622,443
$5,534,513
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Liabilities:
Creditors................................ $ 367,423
Capital stock 40,000 shares.. 4,000,000
Surplus................................... 1,167,090

100,000 shares

$5,534,513

$ 133,675
2,500,000
253,486

$2,887,161

The stock is to be acquired at asset value, but in the computation the good
will of either company is not to be considered. How much should be paid to
the minority stockholders per share of Company B ? Do not carry your com
putation further than whole cents per share.

Solution:
The net assets of Co. A after deducting the goodwill and the investment of
Co. B amount to:
Tangible assets.................................................. $3,764,513
Creditors............................................................
367,423
Net..................................................................

$3,397,090

The net assets of Co. B after deducting the investment of Co. A amount to:
Tangible assets.................................................. $2,264,718
Creditors............................................................
133,675
Net.................................................................

$2,131,043

As the question requires the amount to be paid to the minority stockholders
for each share of Company B stock held, the above amounts may be reduced
by the number of shares (100,000) of Company B stock outstanding. The use
of the reduced amounts of $33.97 and $21.31 will simplify the solution.
Co. A owns (91,000÷100,000) 91% of Co. B and
Co. B owns (5,373÷40,000) 13.4325% of Co. A.
The value of each share of Co. B may be expressed as follows:
B =$21.31 +.134325 ($33.97+.91B)
= $21.31+$4.56+.1222B
B — .1222B =$25.87
.8778B =$25.87
B =$29.47, the amount to be paid, per share.
No. 3 (15 points):
A corporation owning a deposit of glass sand has a capital stock of $500,000
and a surplus of $67,500. Its fixed charges, interest, management expense,
etc., amount to $43,000 a year. This amount is constant and not affected by
the output.
The accounts show that it costs $3.60 a ton to operate the deposit. This
amount includes depletion and all costs except the fixed charges mentioned
above, but it does not include state and federal income taxes. The selling
price is $6 a ton.
State taxes amount to 4½% of the income; the federal income tax is 13¾%%
and is not allowed as a deduction in computing the state tax.
How many tons a year must be sold in order that the corporation may make
7% on its investment (capital stock plus surplus) ?
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How many tons must be sold if the return is to be 8%?
In each case the return is to be computed after payment of the income taxes.
Fractional parts of tons should be ignored.

Solution:
(a) Computation showing the number of tons that must be sold in order
that the corporation may make 7% on its investment:
The amount of net income desired is:
7% ($500,000+$67,500)........................................................
Federal income tax.....................................................................

$39,725.00
6,332.97

Net income before federal income tax:
$39,725 4-(100.00% —13.75%) 86.25%................................
State taxes..................................................................................

$46,057.97
2,170.27

Net income before state taxes:
$46,057.97 4-(100.00%-4.5%) 95.5%.................................
Fixed charges.................................................................................

$48,228.24
43,000.00

Gross profit....................................................................................

$91,228.24

The gross profit per ton is $6.00—$3.60, or.................................
The number of tons that must be sold is, therefore, $91,228,24÷
$2.40, or......................................................................................

$

2.40

38,012 tons

(b) Computation showing the number of tons that must be sold in order
that the corporation may make 8% on its investment:
The amount of net income desired is:
8% ($500,000+$67,500)........................................................
Federal income tax.....................................................................

$45,400.00
7,237.68

Net income before federal income tax:
$45,400.004-86.25%........................................................ $52,637.68
State taxes..................................................................................
2,480.31
Net income before state taxes:
$52,637.684-95.5%.......................................................... $55,117.99
Fixed charges.................................................................................
43,000.00

Gross profit....................................................................................

$98,117.99

The number of tons that must be sold is, therefore, $98,117,99÷
$2.40, or.................................................................................. 40,882 tons

No. 4 (15 points):
The members of a medical society are classified according to the number of
years each one has been in practice. They pay admission fees and annual
dues as follows:
Years in Admission Annual
fees
Class
practice
dues
A....................................... Over 25
$150
$100
B.......................................
10-25
75
50
C....................................... Under 10
None
25
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Dues are payable for the entire year, irrespective of the date on which mem
bership becomes effective.
No refunds are made on account of resignations, expulsions, etc.
Members reinstated are required to pay a full year’s dues as of the date of
reinstatement but no admission fees.
Transfers to higher classes become effective as of the beginning of the year
and involve no admission fees.
During the years 1933, 1934 and 1935 the following changes took place in the
membership:
1933
1934
1935
Balance at beginning of
year...........................

ABC
150 275

120

Add:
Elections...............
5
14
Reinstatements....
2
3
Transfers (per con
17 23
tra) .................

39
1

A

B

152 285

2
1

12
2

10

31

C

130

63
2

40

40

13

45

65

174 315

160

165

330

195

Deduct:
3
Deaths...................
9
Resignations..........
10
5
Expulsions............
3
5
Transfers (per con
tra).................17

2
2
3

13
3
2

2
11
3

1
4
1

10

31

26

37

147 304

158

24

Balance at end of year..

23

22

30

30

152

285

130

18

609

567

A

B

147 304

C

158

3

7
1

14

19

17

27

139

164 331

297

138
1

5
10
5

2
5
1

14

19

34

27

148 297

270

11
4
1

16

715

In the three years the expenses respectively amounted to $39,621, $41,236
and $44,787. There are no outside sources of revenue.
Although the membership is increasing, the society finds it more and more
difficult to balance its budget, and it is proposed to remedy this condition and
provide the funds for increased activity by making the following changes in
the members’ fees and dues, viz.:
1. Class C members to pay $25 admission fees.
2. Class C members to pay $50 when they become class B members.
3. Class B members to pay $75 when they become class A members.
4. Class C dues to be increased to $40 and class B dues to $75 per annum.
From the foregoing data prepare:
(a) A statement showing income and expenses for each of the years 1933,
1934 and 1935.
(b) A statement of income and expenses for 1935 as they would have been if
the proposed increases in fees and dues had become effective at the
beginning of that year. It is understood that the increases had had no
effect upon the changes in membership.
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164

137

Number

$25.00

$25.00

Per
member

35,725.00

$ 1,800.00

Total

$3,425.00 $37,525.00

$3,425.00

Total

213
7

317

450.00
16,400.00

$75.00
50.00

525.00
15,850.00

278

$25.00

$

44,787.00
$ 4,612.00

$ 6,950.00 $40,175.00

$ 6,950.00

Net loss........................................................

$16,375.00

$

Expenses......................................................

$16,850.00

$

36,600.00

$ 1,200.00

$ 4,100.00 $37,800.00

$ 4,100.00

975.00
39,200.00

$150.00
100.00

$16,900.00

$ 900.00
16,000.00

Year 1935:
Income:
Admission fees .........................................
Annual dues .............................................

320

41,236.00

3
164

300.00
16,500.00

$16,800.00

$

$ 3,436.00

$150.00
100.00

Expenses......................................................

2
165

Net loss ........................................................

Year 1934:
Income:
Admission fees ........................................
Annual dues .............................................

39,621.00

$15,950.00

14,900.00

$ 1,050.00

Total

$ 2,096.00

$75.00
50.00

$75.00
50.00

Per
member

Net loss ........................................................

12

14
298

Number

Expenses......................................................

$18,150.00

750.00
17,400.00

$

$150.00
100.00

174

5

Total

Per
member

Number

A M edical Society
Statement of income and expenses—by years—for the three years ended December 31, 1935
Class A
Class B
Class C

Year 1933:
Income:
Admission fees .........................................
Annual dues .............................................
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Total
Total

$25,250.00

$75.00 $ 525.00
50.00
950.00
75.00 23,775.00

Per
member

278

138

Number

Total

Total

$14,570.00 $57,720.00

$25.00 $ 3,450.00 $ 4,425.00
2,000.00
40.00
11,120.00 51,295.00

Per
member

Comment:
It will be seen that for the purpose of computing dues, the total membership less only transfers at beginning of year may be used, inasmuch as dues are pay
able “ for the entire year irrespective of the date on which membership becomes effective,” and “ no refunds are made.”

44,787.00

317

19

7

Number

$12,933.00

$17,900.00

$150.00 $ 450.00
75.00
1,050.00
100.00
16,400.00

Per
member

Net profit.........................................................

3
14
164

Number

Expenses...........................................................

Income:
Admission fees .............................................
Transferfees................................................
Annualdues .................................................

A M edical Society
Pro-forma statement of income and expenses—for year ended December 31, 1935
Under proposed change in admission fees, transfer fees and dues
Class A
Class B
Class C
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No. 5 (8 points):
The Q Company, with all its four subsidiaries A, B, C and D located abroad,
requires a consolidated balance-sheet for a special purpose at a date other than
the end of a fiscal period. The subsidiary companies’ balance-sheets and profitand-loss accounts of that date are available and it is found that the inter
company balances do not agree. All differences are traced however and are
satisfactorily explained as follows:
On the books of Q Company—
A was charged with $516.79 for furniture.
C “
“
“ 1,828.00 for machinery.
On the books of A—
B was charged with $2,083.16 for furniture.
On the books of B—
Q was charged with $10,021.02 for cash remitted.
C “
“
“
1,858.78 for merchandise.
On the books of C—
Q was charged with $2,020.00 for commission, but this was not allowed by
Q Company.
A was credited with $520.50 for a cash sale from A’s merchandise held on
consignment by C. Of this amount 20% was profit.
On the books of D—
Q was credited with $600 for cash remitted to D by a Q company customer.
A was credited with $380 for a sale from A’s merchandise held on con
signment by D. Of this amount 25% was profit.
Time does not permit the adjustment of the books and for present purposes
it is intended to make the required changes directly on the consolidated
balance-sheet.
Prepare a summary of the increases and decreases under the several balancesheet headings. Disregard foreign exchange.

(See next page for solution)
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In transit to “ Q ” from " B ” ....................................................................................
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Totals ...........................................................

Net decrease in inter-company accounts.....................................................................
$17,427.25

$ 1,820.90

Net decrease in surplus..............................................................................................

“ D ” .........................................................................................

$ 2,020.00

Consolidated surplus:
Profit on consignment sales:
Credited to “ A ” by “ C":
20% of $520.50 ................................................................................................
Credited to “ A ” by “ D ” :
25% of $380.00 ....................................................................................................
Commission cancelled:
Charged to “ C ” by "Q " ......................................................................................

Accounts receivable:
Credited to “ Q" by

$ 1,157.38

$ 1,858.78

Net increase in inventories........................................................................................

Inventories:
Charged against "C" by “ B ” .................................................................................
Credited to “ A ” by “ C ” :
80% of $520.50 .......................................................................................................
Credited to “ A ” by “ B":
75% of $380.00 ........................................................................................................

$10,021.02

1,828.00

Machinery:
Charged against “ C ” by “ Q " .................................................................................

Cash:

$ 2 599.95

516.79
2,083.16

Total .........................................................................................................................

$

$

600.00

95.00

104.10

285.00

416.40

$17,427.25

$16,827.25

$

$

16,827.25

600.00

95.00

104.10

$18,327.75

2,020.00

A

Q

C

A

A

285.00

C

A

1,858.78

Q

C

A
B

C

D

Q

D

D

C

B

B

Q

A

Q

To be taken Current
up on the
account
books of charged by

416.40

$18,327.75

$

1,828.00

516.79
2,083.16

10,021.02

$

Q Company and Its S ubsidiaries, Companies A, B, C, and D
Statement showing the summary of the increases and decreases in the consolidated balance-sheet accounts
Date
Current accounts
Increases and Decreases
offset
Debits
Credits
Debit
Credit

Furniture:
Charged against "A" by "Q " .................................................................................
Charged against “ B ” by “ A " .................................................................................

Solution:
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Institute Examination in Law
By Spencer Gordon

[The following answers to the questions set by the board of examiners of the
American Institute of Accountants at the examinations of May, 1936, have
been prepared at the request of The Journal of Accountancy. These
answers have not been reviewed by the board of examiners and are in no way
official. They represent merely the personal opinions of the author.—Editor,
The Journal of Accountancy.]
Examination in Commercial Law

May 15, 1936, 9 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.
Reasons must be stated for each answer. Whenever practicable give the answer
first and then state reasons. Answers will be graded according to the applicant's
evident knowledge of the legal principles involved in the question rather than on his
conclusions.

Group I

Answer all questions in this group.
No. 1 (10 points):
Parker, a certified public accountant, made an audit of Thornton’s books of
account and rendered a financial report which Thornton used in obtaining
credit. Answer each of the following questions, giving legal arguments or
reasons for each answer:
(a) If Thornton is sued by a creditor who had not seen Parker’s report, can
Parker, as a duly subpoenaed witness, decline to disclose business information
procured by him during the conduct of his audit but not incorporated in his
report?
(b) If Thornton is arrested and tried in a criminal proceeding, can Parker,
as a duly subpoenaed witness, decline to disclose such information?
(c) Can Thornton compel Parker to turn over to him an analysis (in pencil)
of an asset account made at Parker’s request and for his assistance by Thorn
ton’s bookkeeper during the conduct of Parker’s audit?
(d) Can Thornton compel Parker to turn over to him an analysis in (pencil)
of the asset account referred to in question (c) made by one of Parker’s as
sistants during the conduct of his audit?
(e) Can Parker by his last will and testament bequeath all of his working
papers to a legatee?
Answer:
(a) Statements made to accountants do not constitute privileged com
munications. As Parker has in his possession knowledge of facts which are
material to the vindication of the rights of the creditor, he may be compelled
by judicial process to produce such evidence at the trial on behalf of the creditor.
The foregoing is according to common law. In Colorado, Florida, Illinois,
Iowa, Maryland, New Mexico, and perhaps in other states communications to
accountants are made privileged by statute and may not be divulged.
(b) A witness is protected against self-incrimination in criminal cases, but
this protection only applies to the witness when his testimony would be against
himself. No such protection exists when the testimony sought would affect
another person. Parker, therefore, can not decline to disclose non-privileged
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information in his possession which is relevant and material on the ground that
it would incriminate Thornton.
(c) It was within the scope of Thornton’s bookkeeper’s employment to make
the analysis of the asset account requested by Parker, and the pencil analysis
given Parker by the bookkeeper became Parker’s property just as would a
letter from Thornton to Parker. Thornton, therefore, can not compel Parker
to turn it over to him. Thornton could compel Parker to give him a copy of
this analysis, however.
(d) An analysis made by one of Parker’s assistants was Parker’s property
from the time it was made, and Thornton can not compel Parker to turn it
over. Parker as a professional man did not contract to give Thornton this
information but merely contracted to give Parker his final certificate. As in
the answer to (c), Thornton can compel Parker to give him a copy.

(e) The papers are the property of Parker and therefore are part of his
estate and as such pass to his legal representatives. There is, however, a
confidential relationship between Thornton and Parker, and Thornton may
properly object to have the papers examined by third persons to any greater
extent than is necessary to insure the collection of any fees which may be due
from Thornton to Parker. If Thornton makes no objection, Parker may be
queath the papers to one legatee rather than to another, but if Parker has been
paid in full by Thornton, Thornton could probably enjoin the delivery of the
papers to a legatee on the ground that they contained confidential information
which he did not wish to have disclosed to the particular legatee.

No. 2 (10 points):
The certificate of incorporation and the by-laws of a corporation provided
that management of it was vested in its board of seven directors. A deed to
land owned by the corporation was prepared in the name of the corporation
and was signed by each director, but no two directors signed at the same time
or place and no meeting was held or resolution passed. There were several
hundred stockholders and three of the directors were not stockholders. Was
the deed effective to pass title?
Answer:
The deed was not effective to pass title. The directors of a corporation must
act at a meeting where opportunity is given for an interchange of views, and
they can not act by signing a document separately. If there had been no
stockholders other than the directors, this defect would have been immaterial,
because the deed could not have been questioned by any of the stockholders,
but in this case, as there were stockholders other than the directors, the deed
was ineffective.

No. 3 (10 points):
What elements or factors must exist in order to constitute a fraud sufficient
to vitiate a contract?
Answer:
The essential element which must always be present in any action of fraud
or suit to rescind a contract because of fraud is the misrepresentation of a ma
terial fact (perhaps by concealment) by one who knows the representation is
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false or by one who makes it in reckless disregard of what the truth may be
with the intention to have another act thereon. The elements usually men
tioned are:

1. A false representation of material facts.
2. Knowledge of the falsity of the representations by the person making
them, or reckless disregard of what the truth may be.
3. Ignorance of their falsity by the person to whom they are made.
4. Intent or reason to believe that they will be acted upon.
5. Action by the person, to his damage.

If these factors exist there is usually a fraud sufficient to vitiate the contract.
If, however, there is no intent to defraud or wilful indifference on the part of
the person making the statement, there is misrepresentation but not fraud.

No. 4 (10 points):
Hawkes and Andrews were public accountants practising under the firm
name of Hawkes and Andrews. Without the knowledge of Hawkes, Andrews
borrowed money on a promissory note signed and endorsed by him individually
and then endorsed by him with the firm name. He used the money thus
borrowed for regular and ordinary expenses of the firm. In an action on the
note, by the payee, can judgment be obtained against Hawkes?
Answer:
Judgment can not be obtained against Hawkes. If the partnership is a
non-trading one, there is no implied power in a partner to bind the partnership
by making, accepting or endorsing commercial paper in its name, and third
persons are on notice of the character of the business and that no such authority
exists on the part of any individual partner. Even though, as in this case, the
money was used for the benefit of the partnership itself, the weight of authority
is to the effect that such action is not binding on the partnership nor upon
other members thereof. A firm of accountants is a professional, non-trading
partnership and in the absence of any general custom or special authority one
member may not bind the others by his endorsement of commercial paper, even
though the money is used for the firm business.

No. 5 (10 points):
What is the difference between a sale and a contract to sell and of what im
portance is the distinction?
Answer:
A sale of goods is an agreement whereby the seller transfers the property in
goods to the buyer for a consideration called the price; while a contract to sell
goods is a contract whereby the seller agrees to transfer the property in goods
to the buyer for a consideration called the price. The distinction is often ex
pressed by the terms “executory” and “executed” sales. The distinguishing
feature is whether or not the property in the goods has been transferred. If it
has, there is a sale, regardless of whether the price is paid or not. If it has not,
there is a contract to sell, even though the price is paid. The distinction is
important because the risk of loss will lie with the holder of title in the absence
of an agreement to the contrary.
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Group II
Answer any five questions in this group. No credit will be given for additional
answers, and if more are submitted only the first five will be considered.
No. 6 (10 points):
Eight men signed, acknowledged, filed, and recorded a paper purporting to
be a certificate of incorporation under a state statute. They then issued capital
stock to themselves, elected directors and officers, adopted by-laws and began
to do business. The purposes of the corporation stated in the paper so executed
and filed were not authorized by the statute under which incorporation was
attempted and the place where the business was to be conducted was not
stated therein as required by the statute, but these errors were not detected
in the office of the secretary of state until after the organization had been
completed and some business had been transacted.
(a) Can the state successfully question the legality of the corporation?
(b) Can the eight men be sued as partners by a person dealing with the
alleged corporation prior to any action by the state?
Answer:
A corporation de jure is one created in strict or substantial conformity to the
governing corporation statutes, whose right to exist and act as such can not be
successfully attacked in a direct proceeding for that purpose by the state.
A de-facto corporation is one so defectively created as not to be a de-jure
corporation, but nevertheless the result of a bona-fide attempt to incorporate
under existing statutory authority, coupled with the exercise of corporate
powers. It is recognized by the courts as a de-facto corporation upon the
ground of public policy in all proceedings except a direct attack by the state
questioning its corporate existence. In the case put I doubt whether the
absence of the statement of the place where the business was to be conducted
would have prevented the corporation from being a de-jure corporation.
Certainly that failure would not have prevented the corporation from being a
de-facto corporation. But the first essential according to the great weight of
authority in order that there may be a corporation de facto is the existence of a
charter or law under which a corporation of its character and for the objects
and purposes for which it is organized might exist, and there may be no cor
poration de facto where a corporation is formed with purposes not permitted
by the governing statutes. I conclude therefore:
(a) The state can successfully question the legality of the corporation.
(b) The eight men may be sued as partners as in all cases where there is no
de-jure or de-facto corporation.
No. 7 (10 points):
A young man 20 years and 11 months of age who looked 25 years of age
misrepresented himself to be over the age of 21 and made a contract for the
purchase of and did purchase an article which was not a “necessary” for which
he would be liable. Has the vendor any remedy in a civil (not a criminal)
action?
Answer:
The vendor may sue the infant in tort for deceit. The English rule is that
an infant is not liable in tort for deceit when, by false statements or fraudulent
representations, he obtains goods or credit from another. This doctrine was
first broken away from in this country in 1819 by a Massachusetts court.
Since then, the rule in this country, though by no means uniform, has constantly
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grown away from the English rule, and today we may safely say that the
weight of authority in the United States is that an infant may be proceeded
against in a tort action for deceit when he misrepresents himself to be of age and
thereby secures goods or money, etc. If it is obvious that the infant is not
over twenty-one, the vendor’s reliance upon the infant’s representation as to
age can not be treated as justifiable and hence the vendor could not recover for
deceit.

No. 8 (10 points):
Martin, a licensed insurance broker, procured a new policy from an insurance
company, delivered it to the assured, and collected the premium. He then
notified the company that he had collected the premium and the company
sent him a bill for the premium payable in 60 days. The policy contained a
provision to the effect that the broker was an agent of the assured and not
of the insurance company. Martin failed to pay the amount of the premium
to the company and thereupon the company sent a notice to the assured
cancelling the policy for non-payment of the premium. Must the assured
again pay the premium to avoid cancellation of the policy?

Answer:
The insured would have to pay the premium a second time. When a com
pany puts a clause in a contract of insurance, similar to the one in the instant
case, it may rely upon it, unless there is a statute which makes all insurance
brokers the agents of the company notwithstanding such clauses or unless the
facts constitute a waiver of the clause. In this case, I think that the fact that
the company sent the broker a bill payable in sixty days would not be sufficient
to waive the provision. The result might be otherwise if the broker had acted
for the company in other cases and had an open account with the company.
No. 9 (10 points):
Formal notice of presentment and dishonor of a promissory note was not
mailed or otherwise given to an indorser. Upon the trial of an action brought
against him, the testimony showed that the indorser had said to at least one
witness that the maker “is having trouble with his creditors and I don’t believe
he will be able to meet this note at maturity.” It further appeared that the
indorser had arranged with the maker a plan whereby the maker could pay the
note in instalments. Is the defense of lack of notice an effective bar to the
action against the indorser?
Answer:
The defense is effective. Upon maturity of a note the holder must give
formal notice of presentment and dishonor to an endorser before the endorser’s
liability attaches, and failure to do so will discharge the liability of the endorser
in the absence of an express or implied waiver. There is no indication from
the question that the endorser made any statement to the holder or that the
holder relied on any statement made by the endorser or any action of the en
dorser when he failed to give the notice. The testimony merely goes to show
that the endorser had knowledge that the maker would not pay the note.
This is not sufficient to constitute a waiver.

No. 10 (10 points):
What are the legal requirements in your state as to witnesses and other
formalities for the proper execution of a last will and testament? (Name the
state to which your answer relates.)
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Answer:
A will and testament shall be in writing and signed by the testator
or by some other person in his presence and by his express directions,
and shall be attested and subscribed in the presence of the testator by at least
two credible witnesses or else it shall be utterly void and of no effect. (Dis
trict of Columbia.)

No. 11 (10 points):
Give a general description of the plan provided in section 74 of the National
Bankruptcy Act which makes it possible for a person, other than a corporation,
in financial difficulty to petition for a composition with creditors or for an
extension of time in which to pay his debts.
Answer:
Section 74 gives any person except a corporation the right to file a petition
or, in an involuntary case, an answer seeking to obtain a composition or an
extension of time within which to pay his debts, if the petitioner is insolvent or
can not meet his debts as they mature. Secured debts may not be reduced
nor their security impaired, but they may be extended if the security is in the
possession of the debtor or receiver. If the petition appears to be a proper one,
the court (that is, the referee), after notice to creditors, appoints a receiver for
the petitioner’s property. The receiver calls a creditor’s meeting, the bankrupt
is examined, a trustee is appointed and the bankrupt submits his composition
or extension proposal. This proposal, when accepted by a majority in number
and amount of creditors, including those whose claims would not otherwise be
provable in bankruptcy, is submitted to the court for confirmation. Upon
approval by the court, the petitioner makes payments as provided in the agree
ment, and, upon satisfactory completion of his obligations, the case is dismissed.
If, however, the petitioner fails to live up to his agreement or to secure the
consent of the requisite number of creditors, the estate is liquidated as in
ordinary bankruptcy proceedings.
No. 12 (10 points):
Colley, who was a promoter, announced that he was organizing a new cor
poration. He made a contract in the name of the corporation prior to its
incorporation by which the corporation agreed to purchase merchandise from
Russell. After the corporation was duly organized, Colley was unable to
convince its directors and officers that it should purchase this merchandise and
the corporation refused to accept it when it was duly tendered. Can Russell
recover damages from Colley, or from the corporation, or from both of them?
Answer:
Russell may not recover damages from the corporation. Colley had no
authority to act as agent for the corporation before it was organized, and as the
contract was not ratified or entered into in any way by the corporation itself,
it did not become the contract of the corporation. Russell can, however,
probably recover from Colley on the facts stated. There is a strong inference
that a promoter is bound by a contract made in the name of a non-existent
corporation, which can only be overcome by proof that the other party was to
look to the corporation alone.
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ANALYZINGCHECKINGACCOUNTSSCIENTIFICALLY,by Frederick
W. Hetzel. Bankers Publishing Company, New York. 111 pages. 1936.
This volume has been written for the benefit of bankers, and the author has
dealt clearly and concisely with a problem which has caused considerable con
troversy. His explanations and reasonings leading up to the application of
formulas and the tabulation of results obtained therefrom are thorough and
well founded, and should be readily applicable to all conditions.
The application of the tables in order to ascertain the charge to be made to
accounts with deficiency balances and the credit to be given those with excess
balances, and so to enable the banker to maintain a fair treatment to depositors,
should prove very useful, especially in respect to those accounts in which there
is a substantial balance maintained and large numbers of items are handled.
At the present time when the income of banks from other sources has been con
siderably reduced and service charges are required to produce income, it is
preferable that these charges be made on a sound basis. Mr. Hetzel’s contribu
tion to this end should therefore be of use to all bankers.
M. W. MacLachlan.
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL, by J. Brooks Heckert
and Irving J. Stone. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York. Cloth, 234
pages. 1935.
Like most of us (except “political exploiters” perhaps) wholesalers are doing
some intensive thinking on how to make both ends meet. As a timely aid
comes Wholesale Accounting and Control in which the pedagogical theory of a
university professor and the practical experience of a controller of a wholesale
house are united in a happy combination.
It is safe to say that the average man thinks of wholesalers as a few bloated
corporations which exact unholy profits from retailers and consumers for un
necessary services. He would probably be surprised to learn from the United
States census of 1929 that, eliminating concerns selling to industrial processors
and ultimate consumers, there were some seventy thousand wholesalers whose
sales to over a million retailers approximated twenty billion dollars, and whose
employees numbered around seventeen hundred thousand individuals. Very
few have capital running as high as a million dollars, most of them ranging from
$50,000 to $100,000.
For these smaller concerns it is the aim of the authors to give helpful sugges
tions as to accounting, organizing, analyzing and control in order to cut ex
penses, eliminate waste and ascertain the relative profitableness of individual
salesmen and customers. The book is not an exhaustive treatise, nor does it
pretend to be; but it is a practical manual based on sound principles.
W. H. Lawton.

ACCOUNTING—ELEMENTARY THEORY AND PRACTICE, by
Richard Norman Owens and Ralph Dale Kennedy. D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., New York. Cloth, 687 pages. 1936.
Worthy to be ranked with the best is Accounting—Elementary Theory and
Practice, a text for a two-year course at the George Washington university,
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Washington, D. C. It follows in the main the usual arrangement of topics and
procedure as found in standard authorities on accounting. Further description
is therefore hardly necessary except to say that the illustrations of journal and
other book entries are unusually full and clear. The authors evidently feel
that one page of illustration is worth two of textual description.
The questions and problems at the end of each chapter and the practice sets
in the last part furnish ample tests and laboratory work for the student. Oc
casionally a question is asked for which there does not appear to be any basis for
a correct answer in the preceding text. (E.g., questions 1 and 10, chap. XII.)
Unless the student has other sources of information, such as a concurrent course
in business law, he could hardly be expected to know the answer.
W. H. Lawton.

LEGAL PROTECTION OF GOODWILL, by Frank S. Moore. The Ronald
Press Co., New York. 218 pages. 1936.
Legal Protection of Goodwill is both practical and scholarly, useful alike to the
layman and to the lawyer who is not a specialist in the law of unfair competition
of which trade-mark law is a subdivision. It is useful to the layman because it
explains and illustrates the nature of goodwill and the absurd shortsightedness
of not protecting it; it is useful to the lawyer in general practice because it con
tains over 550 citations of decisions, many of which are analyzed and discussed,
and numerous citations of statutes and references to legal and other text-books.
It would be of interest also to the specialist because of the author’s discussion of
many of the leading cases.
A table of contents shows the principal topics discussed in each chapter, an
appendix lists the cases cited in each chapter, and eight double-column pages
contain a well prepared index. In the next edition, it would be an improve
ment to add a table of cases by names showing the page of the text where each
case is cited. In its present form, it is difficult for one to follow a line of cases
and to ascertain the author’s ideas of their soundness and applicability.
The text consists of 190 pages devoted to explanations and discussions of the
nature and importance of goodwill as a commercial asset; the characteristics of
a technical trade-mark and how title to one can be obtained; the use of a pro
prietor’s name as a trade name; what constitutes unfair competition and how
marks or devices which are not technical trade-marks can be protected after
they have become known as related to a specific product; proper advertising;
the protection afforded by copyrights; the advantages derived from the use of a
technical trade-mark; what marks can be registered under federal and state
laws and the effect of registration; how goodwill can effectively be transferred;
what constitutes infringement and the available remedies; how goodwill can be
expanded by increasing the variety of products and by entering new territory;
how trade-mark and similar rights are lost; and the present administrative
tribunals and the general procedure in each of them.
One of the valuable ideas which the book gives to the layman, and to lawyers
who have had little contact with the subject, is that registration of a trade
mark, while highly desirable, is not required as a matter of law and confers no
sort of title or ownership upon the holder of the registration. A person who in
good faith first uses a technical or true trade-mark upon his product in the regu
lar course of business, intending to continue such use, thereby acquires title to
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the mark. Registration in the United States patent office is of enormous value
in any subsequent litigation, but it does not confer title to a trade-mark. Such
a mark is merely a device to identify the capital asset goodwill and it is the asset
goodwill which the law seeks to protect against unfair competition. A techni
cal or true trade-mark is a distinctive, fanciful and arbitrary name, design or
mark which purchasers can learn to recognize as a commercial signature.
Another valuable feature of the book is its explanation of how a name which
can not constitute a technical or true trade-mark may nevertheless be afforded
partial protection under the doctrine of secondary meaning. Such names com
monly are personal, descriptive or geographical, such as Baker’s chocolate,
shredded wheat, and Elgin watches, and unless their use falls within the limita
tions of the doctrine of secondary meaning, one who uses them on his product can
not prevent another Baker from making chocolate, another person from shred
ding wheat or selling watches stated to have been made in Elgin. The second
ary meaning which the name must have acquired is that the name denotes in
the public mind that a product described by it is made by a specific manufac
turer or distributed by a specific dealer. Thus a name, which originally anyone
could use, has now acquired a new (and secondary) meaning in the mind of the
purchasing public and the law seeks to prevent a competitor from trying to mis
lead the purchaser into buying the competitor’s product when the purchaser
wants to buy the product of the producer whose name or descriptive or geo
graphical title has become known to him. The territorial limitations of this
doctrine are clearly indicated by the author.
The most practical bit of advice to the business man is that concerning the
preservation of records, documents, advertisements, specimens of his trade
mark and samples of his product which will enable him to prove the date when
he first used the mark on his product. The more valuable the goodwill and the
more it cost to acquire, the more probable it is that, years later, infringement
will be attempted. If the proper evidence has not been preserved, it may be
impossible for the real owner of the goodwill to prove that he was the first to
acquire title to the name or other trade-mark on which the goodwill is based.
The most valuable constructive idea in the book is the author’s plea for the
establishment of a federal central bureau in which copies of all trade-marks,
whether or not the marks are registerable, must be filed. As it is today, it is
absolutely impossible by any method of search for one to be sure that he will not
become an innocent infringer when he uses what he believes to be a new trade
mark or extends the sale of his trade-marked product into new territory. How
ever one may feel about centralized bureaucracy, there surely can be no objec
tion to this commercial safeguard, necessitated chiefly by our imaginary state
lines. The author reveals himself to be somewhat of a Tory when he says that
an amendment to the federal constitution might be necessary before such a
bureau could be established — he allows his knowledge as a lawyer to interfere
with his social ideals.
Harold Dudley Greeley.
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[The questions and answers which appear in this section of The Journal of
Accountancy have been received from the bureau of information conducted
by the American Institute of Accountants. The questions have been asked
and answered by members of the American Institute of Accountants who are
practising accountants and are published here for general information. The
executive committee of the American Institute of Accountants, in authorizing
the publication of this matter, distinctly disclaims any responsibility for the
views expressed. The answers given by those who reply are purely personal
opinions. They are not in any sense an expression of the Institute nor of
any committee of the Institute, but they are of value because they indicate
the opinions held by competent members of the profession. The fact that
many differences of opinion are expressed indicates the personal nature of
the answers. The questions and answers selected for publication are those
believed to be of general interest.—Editor.]

CLASSIFICATION OF LOSS BY SUBSIDIARY
Question: The question has arisen as to the proper method of classifying loss
suffered for the year by a subsidiary.
In your opinion, should this loss represent a surplus charge, or should it repre
sent other income charges on the operating statement of the parent company?
The question is a very important one because there are bond holders involved,
and if the item should be properly classified as other income charges, they
receive no interest. However, if the item is a surplus charge the bond holders
are entitled to interest.
For your further information in rendering an opinion on this question, the
bond holders have no lien on the assets of the subsidiary.

Answer No. 1: The results of operations of a subsidiary company necessarily
affect the amount at which the investment in such subsidiary is carried in the
accounts of the parent company. Unless there are certain special circum
stances present such as the fact that the investment in the subsidiary is carried
at a purely nominal value of, say, $1.00, we are of the opinion that the losses
from operations of a subsidiary should currently be provided for in the income
accounts of the parent company.
While it is true that under conditions exactly opposite, profits of a subsidiary,
unless distributed formally, might not be available to increase the income of
the parent company in an amount sufficient to pay bond interest, in our opinion
it would be improper to state the profits of the parent company without making
full provision for any shrinkage in the value of the investment in a subsidiary.

Answer No. 2: It is our opinion that in determining the income of the parent
company, as distinct from surplus, cognizance should be taken of the sub
sidiary’s operating loss.
We are aware that the position is taken that the parent company, as a sepa
rate legal entity, may regard as income only the dividends actually distributed
by its subsidiary, the operating losses of which may thus be disregarded. On a
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strictly technical interpretation such an accounting may have legal sanction
although it obscures the actual position and is thus on broader grounds objec
tionable. It is for the company to decide, under competent advice, whether
the legal sanction governs in the particular circumstances.
Again it appears from the question that the interest on the bonds referred to
is contingent on the company’s income. It is possible therefore that “ income ”
from which the bond interest is payable has already been defined in terms of the
issue. We offer this suggestion in case the point has been overlooked.
MINORITY INTERESTS ON CONSOLIDATED BALANCE-SHEET

Question: On July 1, 1935, company A purchased for cash 66⅔% of the
common stock of company B for $500,000.
Company B has $750,000 common and $100,000 preferred stock outstanding,
the latter to be retired in 1938 at a 10% premium. At the time of purchase of
common stock by company A, the books of company B showed surplus reserved
for retirement of preferred stock—$10,000, as well as earned surplus of $30,000.
The business of the two companies is identical and controlled by the same
management. For credit purposes it is desired to submit a consolidated state
ment.
How should the minority interest be shown on the balance-sheet? Should
the $10,000 reserved for preferred stock retirement be included under the
minority interest section?

Answer No. 1: The following is suggested as a statement of the minority in
terests in the consolidated balance-sheet under the conditions as outlined in
the inquiry:
Minority interests:
In preferred stock of subsidiary to be retired in 1938 at a 10%
premium:
Par value.................................................................. $100,000
Reserved for premium on preferred stock.............
10,000
----------In common stock of subsidiary.....................................................
Earned surplus of subsidiary.....................................................

$110,000
250,000
10,000

Total minority interests.........................................................

$370,000

It is not intended to indicate by the foregoing specific tabulation that it seems
necessary to present the information in exactly the order in which it is shown
above nor that the information need necessarily be given in as much detail as is
shown in the above tabulation. The same information presented in a more
summarized form might be adequate for the purpose.
The question in the letter apparently depends upon the time when the
$10,000 reserved became allocable to the preferred stock. It is understood
that it became allocable to the preferred stock at a date prior to that as at which
the statement under consideration is to be prepared. The inquiry states:

(a) That the preferred stock is “to be retired in 1938 at a 10% premium.”
This is understood to mean that prior to the date of the statement a
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definite commitment was made to retire the stock at a 10% pre
mium and that the date of retirement was fixed in 1938;
(b) That “the books of company B showed surplus reserved for retirement
of preferred stock—$10,000.”
Under the foregoing conditions it seems clear that $10,000 of the surplus has
been definitely appropriated against which the premium on retirement of the
preferred stock will be charged. Even though the retirement is not to take
place until 1938, two or more years after the date of the statement, it seems
clear that at the statement date $10,000 of the surplus had ceased to be free for
payment of dividends and had definitely been allocated for use in preferred
stock retirement.

Answer No. 2: In our opinion, the consolidated balance-sheet should reflect
the minority interest in the total sum of $370,000 composed of common stock
$250,000, preferred stock $100,000, surplus reserved for retirement of preferred
stock $10,000, and proportionate equity in earned surplus, $10,000.
As to the manner of showing the minority interest in the consolidated bal
ance-sheet, we believe that the entire amount of the minority interest may be
shown in one amount, $370,000, with an appropriate description such as
“ minority interest—proportionate equity in capital and surplus of subsidiary
company—including preferred stock to be retired in 1938 for $110,000”; or the
four items comprising the minority interest may be listed in detail, with refer
ence to the retirement in 1938 of the preferred stock.
DISCLOSURE OF BORROWINGS ON BALANCE-SHEET OF STOCK
BROKER

Question: Information is requested as to the necessity or propriety of dis
closing certain information on the balance-sheet of a firm of brokers, registered
on the New York stock exchange, the Chicago stock exchange and other
exchanges.
The membership on the New York stock exchange was purchased by one of
the partners, a portion of the purchase price having been advanced by another
firm of brokers registered on the New York stock exchange. The standard
subordination agreement was signed by the partner and by the firm advancing a
part of the purchase price. This agreement was filed with the exchange with
the application for membership.
The brokerage firm includes the full cost of the membership in its assets and
the capital account of the partner in whose name the membership is registered
reflects the amount of the loan to him by the lending firm of brokers. This
partner, as well as the other members of the firm, take the position that the loan
was made to the partner and not to the firm, and accordingly, that no reference
to the loan should be made on the balance-sheet of the firm as the subordina
tion agreement was between the partner and the lending brokers.
This question, we are informed, arises frequently in accountants’ reports on
brokerage firms. If you can furnish us information as to the recognized pro
cedure, we shall greatly appreciate your courtesy.
Answer: It is well to indicate that the New York stock exchange question
naire requests a full disclosure of the facts dealing with subordinated borrow
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ings. Thus, under question 5 (d) the respondent is called upon to state sepa
rately “any amounts or valuations requested herein resulting from borrowings
under subordination agreements or otherwise.” By inference, therefore, any
borrowings by partners which are credited to their respective individual ledger
accounts should also be reported to the exchanges.
While it is true that individual borrowings by partners may not legally in
volve the partnership unless all the members thereof individually guarantee re
payment or act as endorsers, there is a danger that repayment on unsubordi
nated loans might be demanded by the lender during periods of stress and that
such repayments, if made by the firm for the account of the borrowing partner
might materially affect the solvency of the partnership.
The purpose of the subordination agreement is to minimize the possibilities
of legal action by the lender during the duration of the partnership, but the
agreement contains as well the condition that the lender’s rights, titles, claims
and interest in respect of his loan to the partner, are subordinated to the benefit
and interest of firm creditors.
When financial statements are prepared, either as a basis for obtaining day
loan accommodation at banks or to answer the requirements of security and
commodity exchanges, the most complete disclosure of material facts is essen
tial to credit determination. In my opinion, the personal borrowings by part
ners under subordinated agreements or otherwise, where the benefit of such bor
rowings has been directly passed to the partnership, constitute a material fact
and should be disclosed under the requirements of stock exchanges as well as
under the accountants’ duty to lending banks or other interested creditors of
the firm.
Erratum

UNAMORTIZED DEBT DISCOUNT EXPENSE AND PREMIUMS ON
BONDS REFUNDED
A correspondent draws attention to an error which occurred in this depart
ment of The Journal of Accountancy in the June issue. Answer number
2 to the first question on page 474 had been held in type and was published at
a time when the conditions had changed so that the answer was erroneous in
certain particulars. The answer should have read something like the following:
Answer No. 2: In our opinion, as a matter of accounting, it is permissible to
amortize as a financial cost the old discount and expense plus the premium
paid on the old bonds refunded over the period covered by the new issue.
It would appear that this course is now permitted under the federal income
tax laws, in the decision on March 16, 1936, in the case of Great Western Power
Co. of California, petitioner, v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, the opinion of
which contains the following words: ” If the retired bonds had not been called,
the expense items incurred in connection with their issuance would properly
be amortized over the remainder of their life. Here the petitioner substituted
a new obligation for the old. The remaining unamortized expenses of issue of
the original bonds and the expense of the exchange are both expenses attribu
table to the issuance of the new bonds and should be treated as a part of the
cost of obtaining the loan. They should, accordingly, be amortized annually
throughout the term of the bonds delivered in exchange for those retired.”
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